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Council votes
down ConraiPs
safety proposal

Don't Burn The S'mores

Joe Boyle
The BG News
U Bowling Green City Council's resolution Is passed, cars on
Merry and Pike streets and
Frazee Avenue will still make
whistle stops for passing trains.
The council members, in a special session before the regularly
scheduled meeting, voted to keep
all three streets open and to install flashing lights and gates at
the railroad crossings.

Ward 4 Councilman John Mura
voted against the resolution because of the money offered by
Conrail to help improve remaining crossings if the city was willing to close several.
"As much as I don't want to
close any crossings, the prudent
thing to do would be to close the
least used and use the money to
Improve the remaining [crossings]," Mura said.
See COUNCIL, page five.

Former charity
official convicted
The BG Newi/RoM Wcitiaer
(From left, front to back) Debbie Menning, Mandi Grodl, Emily Hall Monday afternoon. "It already rained on ns, but we decided to
Blackburn and Denlse Dembrowskl take advantage of the some- stay out here since It'll probably be the nicest day of the week,"
what spring-like weather to cook S'mores In front of Chapman Grodl said.

Civil rights
attorney
will speak
atBGSU

GSS chooses
new officers
Jim Barker

Lindsey Krout
The BG News

Morris Dees, who made his
mark winning several landmark
civil rights violation cases over
the years and is the founder of
Southern Poverty Law Center,
will speak in the University's
Grand Ballroom tonight at 7:30
p.m.
His lecture, "Teaching Tolerance," is part of the Miguel Ornelas lecture series sponsored by
the Human Relations Commission.
"Dees is a very public figure in
human rights and also a very dynamic speaker," said Pattl Ankney, a member of the HRG The
HRC and various other campus
organizations are sponsoring
Dees' visit to campus.
Dees is chief trial counsel and
chairman of the executive for the
center and helped to establish the
Civil Rights Memorial.

Dees
"The HRC is formed of about
IS members consisting of faculty, staff and students," said Barbara Waddell, chairwoman of the
HRC. "We are designed to help
with human rights issues that
sometimes fall between the
cracks."
The HRC also refers students
to appropriate organizations if
they have a human rights concern.
At the lecture, the Miguel Ornelas Human Rights Award will
also be given to the group it believes has done outstanding work
on this issue.

Republicans seek
support for tax cuts
David Espo
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Driving
for a final triumph on the
"Contract With America,"
House Republican leaders
sought support for tax-cut legislation Monday from deficitconscious lawmakers. Vice
President Al Gore attacked
the GOP for a "highly partisan, extremist, 100-day
agenda."
With a tax vote set for
Wednesday, Majority Leader
Dick Armey, R-Texas, predic-

ted passage for the measure
with a $500-per-child tax credit for families making up to
$200,000 a year.
"I'm feeling very good we
will have the final details
worked out," he said.
GOP leaders have been bargaining with moderate Republicans who want the tax cuts to
hinge on reductions in the deficit. The emerging proposal Is
expected to make Implementation of the tax cuts, contingent upon passage of spending
See CONGRESS, page ten.
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Graduate Student Senate elected its officers for the 1995-1996
school year at Friday's assembly, starting the ball rolling toward
what members believe will be a productive future.
Vilma Matos-Ortiz was elected to succeed David Vaillancourt as
GSS president for the upcoming academic year, beating out current
vice president Ted Eaton for the spot.
Matos-Ortiz said her election to the presidency was an honor, as
well as an opportunity for progress.
"I hope to be able to fulfill the duties of the position this year," Matos-Ortiz said. "It's pretty exciting, making the transition to the
presidency. Hopefully, we'll be able to get [GSS] on the map and
bring more awareness of the good things happening in GSS."
GSS representative David Harold was elected to the position of
vice president Harold said he and Matos-Ortiz should make a good
team.
"I feel that we have a very good combination, and hopefully we can
bring GSS into its own," Harold said. "I think Vilma will do an absolutely fantastic job, and I look forward to serving under her."
Harold said he and Matos-Ortiz had thought about the possibility of
working together but did not take victory for granted.
"You cant presume anything in an election," Harold said. "I ran as
my own person, and she ran as her own person. I think that Is someSee GSS, page four.

United Way trio found
guilty of embezzlement
Anne Gearan
The Associated Press

ALEXANDRIA, Va. - Former
United Way of America president William Aramony was convicted Monday of stealing nearly
$600,000 from the nation's
biggest charity and lavishing it
on young women, some only in
their teens.
A federal Jury deliberated over
seven days before finding Aramony guilty of 25 counts of
fraud, conspiracy and money
laundering.
Aramony was charged along
with Thomas J. Merlo and Stephen J. Paulachak with siphoning
off money donated to the charity
by businesses and individuals.
Merlo was convicted of 17
counts; Paulachak, eight
After the scandal broke in
1991, donations to United Way
fell off sharply. They recovered
slowly but never reached the
pre-scandal level of $3.1 billion in
1990.
"This verdict sends the message that society won't tolerate
individuals who are charged with
protecting the precious assets of
charity diverting those assets for
their own personal use," Assistant U.S. Attorney Randy Bellows said.

Aramony and Merlo could get
about five years in prison. Paulachak could get about two years.
Sentencing was set for June 14.
During the three-week trial,
the government depicted the
67-year-old Aramony as a dictatorial executive who treated girlfriends and cronies to allexpenses-paid vacations and
tried to intimidate or buy off
those who might expose him.
Prosecutors said he repeatedly
propositioned younger women
and romanced them with United
Way money, billing the charity
for getaways to London, Paris,
Egypt, Las Vegas and other
locales.
One prosecution witness testified Aramony propositioned her
at a business meeting with a
Roman Catholic priest.
The defense contended that
Aramony, who led the charity for
22 years until he resigned in disgrace in 1992, suffered from
brain atrophy that made him
more impulsive and less able to
reason.
They also argued that any
abuses resulted from lax oversight by United Way's board of
directors and bumbling by his
staff. The defense rested without
calling any witnesses.
Aramony's lawyer, William
Moffitt, noted that U.S. District
Judge Claude M. Hilton threw
See UNITED WAY, page nine.

Two-day standoffends in shooting
Man kills son, commits suicide;
police continue search for motive
The Associated Press
BRUNSWICK, Ohio - Autopsies of a man and his 9-year-old
son killed during a two-day police
standoff at their home indicate
the man shot his son to death
then committed suicide, a coroner said Monday.
Medina County Coroner Neil
Grabenstetter said both John Lekan, 54, and his son, John Lekan
Jr., died of gunshot wounds to the
head. The findings were consistent with the police theory.
The coroner said the two died
12 to 24 hours before the bodies
were found, or about noon Saturday to midnight Saturday. The

CAMPUS
A Native-American
culture program will take
place today in the
Northeast Commons.
Page 4.

autopsies performed by the
Cuyahoga County coroner's office didn't specify how much
time elapsed between the deaths.
The boy was killed with a shotgun blast and the father killed
himself with a rifle, police Sgt.
John Stukbauer said. The
weapons were found in the home,
and police were looking for a
handgun mentioned by Lekan's
wife.
Lekan's body was found slumped over his son's early Sunday
afternoon in a shower stall,
Police Chief Patrick Beyer said.
Police were not sure of Lekan's
See POLICE, page live.

APPhotoffioiKuab
The body of John Lekan Jr. Is removed from his Brunswick, Ohio,
home Sunday afternoon after the 9-year-old was killed by his father!

CITY
The man who may be
responsible for raping
several women in the
Bowling Green Area is in
police custody.
Page 5.

SPORTS

#

The Falcon baseball
team opened the season
with a win against Miami
University in Oxford,
Ohio, last weekend.
Page 11.
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Dees' experiences
worth listening to
The man who won a $7 million lawsuit from the Ku
Klux Klan after members lynched an AfricanAmerican man in Mobile, Ala., will speak to the University tonight.
Morris Dees, a civil rights attorney whose life has
been threatened and offices have been burned, will talk
about his experiences in the fight for justice.
The News encourages students, faculty and administrators to attend the event to learn about the path the
fight for racial equality has taken.
We like to think racial problems have been solved over
the past several decades and that we now live in a colorblind society. Unfortunately, Dees offers numerous evidence that racial prejudice is alive and dangerous today.
In a time of racial disharmony, it's important to fight
for equality and acceptance of other kinds of people
whether they are of a different race, religion or sexual
preference.
The News believes one of the best ways to learn how to
fight for equality and accept others for who they are is to
watch people who live their lives doing those exact
things.
And Dees, a very public figure in human rights, is a
man who has done just that.
He's created an organization that fights to gain equality for all minorities by encouraging people of all races
understand and support each other.
He has also tried to find a way to help people of all
creeds live together and work through racial problems,
and we, as college students,can learn a great deal from
his experiences.
What makes Dees unusual in the fight for equality is
the fact that he is a white lawyer who has dedicated his
career to helping minorities gain their inalienable right
to equal treatment.
And Dees has continued to fight for equal rights despite opposition to his work.
Unlike many, Dees did not have to spend his life combating prejudice, yet he has chosen do just that. When it
would have been easy to give up, he has kept going working toward the common goal of racial harmony.
He deserves the respect of every person at this University, and everyone can learn a great deal from Dees.
Take the time to go. Take the time to learn. It will be
worth the investment.

Copyright ©1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
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the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.
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Questions and complaints
I like this University. That's all
there Is to It With all the complaining I hear coming from the
student body at times, I have to
wonder why they are investing
their time and money here if they
are so unhappy.
Personally, I like the campus, I
like the community and I like the
general atmosphere.
Fact Line Is the greatest invention since kitty liner with baking
soda, and Star-90 is better than
the Bursar line. Residence hall
life is sometimes frustrating, but
it isn't as horrible as some people
make it out to be. Cafeteria food
sometimes may look questionable, but at least it's warm and edible. Basically, I'm happy here.
However, there are some
things that have come up recently that I really need to question. The first has to do with the
Apple computer debate, which is
seemingly being swept under the
rug.
What's the hang-up here? We
have the opportunity to make this
University one of the best in
terms of computer equipment, all
the while solving the problem of
the computer-to-student ratio.
We can have 3,000 new Apple
computers, and also have upgrading options in the years to
come. All we have to do is tell
Apple that we'll sign on the dotted line.
The problem is,the Board of
Trustees did not vote on Friday
as expected. The ball is now in
the administration's court, and it
is up to it to make this deal happen.
It seems like everyone is in
favor of the project's approval,

should have to work that hard
Just to get the administration's
attention, lest we forget this institution's main purpose is the
education of students. Don't let a
spectacular opportunity fall prey
to the administration's short
arms and deep pockets...
Another question I have is exactly what good pre-registering
for classes does. I've been here a
couple of years now and, every
year when the dust settles from
the mass frenzy of scheduling, I
end up closed out of at least two

yet nobody has the guts to act on
it. I understand the project carries the hefty price tag of $3.6
million dollars, but Miami University Is lurking in the shadows
and is ready to jump on this the
second we back out
The question I have is, If Miami
is willing to put forth the effort
and the money, why are we being
so stingy? Yes, the University
will be putting forth a lot of
money, which may kick up tuition and fees a little and send the
faculty home without a raise this
Christmas, but it's worth it.
This is not something that will
hurt this campus in any way
aside from the pocketbook, but
we can get the money back. What
we cant get back is a missed opportunity.
The students have responded
with over 3,000 signatures on petitions and e-mail and have done
everything within their power to
get their voices heard. Nobody

It was my understanding over
the years that the purpose of preregistering was to secure a place
In a particular class and Inform
the staff as to how many people
want that class.
Yet, by the time priority registration rolls around and it's my
turn, there are Inevitably no
spots left, and I find myself
rummaging through the course
books for the first available elective. It just makes one wonder as
to what the purpose of preregistering is.
First, the Star-90 goddess tells
you, "You are now registered for
[place class name and number
here]," then she comes back a
month later and says, "That section is closed." I would love to
hear her say just once, "You are
now registered for every class
you wanted. Put your course
book away and go back to bed."
That would be cool.
Finally, I have to ask just what
was going on last Wednesday at
that "Coalition Against the Contract" rally? Now, I am completely in favor of people speaking

their minds and questioning what
is going on in this country, but I
heard some of the most prolific
garbage this side of the Maumee
Water Treatment Plant as I stood
by Williams Hall during that rally.
I'm not saying that I am for or
against the Contract because that
is not the issue here. What needs
to be discussed are the outrageous accusations, the absurd
metaphors and the lack of referencing these speakers threw
at us.
We were subjected to all sorts
of facts and figures, but never
once were we told from where
these statistics were taken. They
could have been taken from
Bob's Book of Politics: All You
Need to Know in Twenty Illustrated Pages for all we know.
There was little concrete support
for anything they said. Yet,
several students around me
cheered and clapped along.
Don't take what those people
said at face value. They were
there to persuade you to question
the Contract. If you are going to
do that, question what they said,
as well.
Use your minds. That's what
you're here for. Take what they
said, mull it around for a while,
read the Contract, think about
what It says and formulate your
own opinion. What they said is
their opinion, just as what I am
saying is mine. Neither one is
there to be accepted as an absolute truth.
If you agree, fine. If you disagree, even better. Just be sure
you think about it first.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Coalition member sets
rally record straight
The members of the BGSU Coalition Against the Contract with
America want to thank everyone
for making the Wednesday,
March 29, Day of Action such a
tremendous success,
We estimate the rally crowd
numbered 300 at its peak. We estimate peak attendance at the
morning teach-in was also 300; at
the afternoon one. It was 400. We
collected just over 600 names on
a petition protesting the Contract
Committees working on die
various Issues addressed by legislation currently under consideration by Congress also report successful petition drives
and letter-writing actions.
We feel the primary objective
of the Day of Action was well accomplished - the members of the
community have been awakened
to the content and potential effects of the legislation spawned
by the Contract
Political debate baa been engaged In throughout this entire

campus, and the Contract has rally. To what use will the Inforbeen unmasked as the deceptive mation gleaned from these taccloak of the far right political and tics be put? Some sort of
neo-McCarthyite witch-hunt on
"moral" agenda that it really la.
Ironically, CHANGE (Contract this campus?
Also, at the "objective" discusHonesty and New Government
Education), a.k.a. College Repub- sion of the Contract Wednesday
licans, managed to get a lot of night. It turned out that none of
the pro-Contract participants
free publicity from this event
WTOL Channel 11 News even were particularly well- Informed
reported CHANGE sponsored about the proposed legislation.
teach-ins and staffed Informa- How, then, can they presume to
tional tables during the day. That accuse people who oppose the
la Incorrect CHANGE staffed Contract of being liars?
one table, illegally set up outside
In the very productive questhe day-long teach-in In the tion-and-answer period that folGrand Ballroom and hosted one lowed, CHANGE panelists actually ended up opposing a number
(poorly attended) discussion
Members of the University of the components of the Concommunity should be chilled to tract
Crystal Kile
know that until they were asked
Graduate Student
by Union officials to remove
American Cultural Studies
their table, CHANGE stood out& Women's Studies
side the Ballroom **iHng down
names of professors and instructors who suggested that students
attend the teach-in.
Unidentified members of
CHANGE also circulated
through the rally asking people
their names, whether or not they
Much applause once again to
voted last November and If they Roark Iittlefleld for his revealwere skipping class to attend the ing in»igtif« on American Oil-

People cannot
re-create nature

»■

*■

ture.
The only way to preserve ourselves Is to preserve things of the
past while continuing to Improve
our surroundings. The abolishment of museums, libraries and
other archival or preservations!
collections would be detrimental,
even fatal, to us as a human race.
I also find it absolutely frightening that someone could think
something synthetic could bemore beautiful than something so
mysterious as nature. It was
created by someone or something so amazingly powerful that
we cannot, despite all of our
efforts, re-enact this creation.
Scientists are constantly wondering what the next step could
be - what the next factor la in
discovering the origins of life d and they will be wondering for
a long while to come.
Yea, dead trees can be beautiful, but live ones are much better, and provide much more to
the livelihood of our race. If our
environment dies, so will we.
Heather Robinson
Liberal Studies
Junior

n
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ITHREE

THEY
SAID IT
"[I am] completely satisfied that [the
two Americans crossing over the border] was an innocent mistake."

ACROSS THE NATION

ampus
orner

Alvin Tof fler, whose work Gingrich often refers to in political
speeches.
Talk show host Limbaugh was
named the vice presidential candidate.

Assistant professor,
author will speak at

The prank article quoted an
anonymous network pollster saying, "we only poll Democrats.
That's why Gingrich's numbers
stay down."

"Breakfast in BG"
The University's spring
"Breakfast in BG" speaker
series continues April 21
with a presentation by Martha Rogers, assistant
professor of telecommunications and a founding
partner of "Marketing 1:1,"
an independent consultancy
based in Stamford, Conn.
She and her partner, Don
Peppers, have written a
book on the technology of
marketing and the future of
business communication.
The One to One Future:
Building Relationships One
Customer at a Time is currently offered in 10 languages and is In its seventh
printing.
Lauded as "Book of the
Year" by management expert Tom Peters, the book
served as the basis of a PBS
special that has aired in 57
markets.
Rogers is a charismatic
speaker, and her presentation, "One Customer at a
Time: The One-To-One Future of Marketing," is in
great demand by national
and international audiences.
The breakfast series,
which is open to the public,
is sponsored by the Office
of University Relations and
will take place in the Mileti
Alumni Center, located on
Mercer Road at the east end
of campus.
The breakfast begins at
7:30 a-m., and the event will
conclude by 8:45 a.m.
Advance reservations are
required and can be made
by phoning 372-2424 by
April 6. Seating is limited.
The cost of the breakfast
is $5.50 per person.

YOU SAY
YOU CAN RIDE?
PROVE rr.

"Wow!" the newspaper had
GOP presidential hopeful Sen.
Phil Gramm saying. "I'm
shocked. Well, my momma always said, 'If you're a pig, you've
got to wallow In the mud.' I guess
Newt decided it's time for him to
get dirty."

Gingrich for President?
April Fool's!

Gingrich held up a copy of the
edition for cameras after a
speech Saturday and complimented the editors.
Not every Newt fan enjoyed
the stunt
"My mother was pretty bummed out," Gingrich said.

MARIETTA, Ga. - Read all
about it: "Newt Gingrich and
Rush Limbaugh on the 1996
presidential ballot!"
April Fool's!
The tomfoolery greeted
Two people die in avareaders of Saturday's Marietta
Daily Journal, a suburban Atlanta lanche
newspaper in the Republican
ANACONDA, Mont. - A
House speaker's congressional
100-yard wide avalanche swept a
district.
man and a woman to their deaths
The front-page April Fool's
Day prank said Gingrich decided Sunday while they rode a snowto run after meeting with futurist mobile, authorities said.

- Warren Christopher, secretary oi state

The avalanche missed two others who also were on a snowmobile In the Pintlar Mountains
about 15 miles south of Anaconda, in the Rockies of southwest Montana.
Search and rescue crew members on snowmobiles recovered
the bodies. The victims were a
man in his 60s and a 35-year-old
woman, Law Enforcement Chief
Jim Connors said.
The slide, likely triggered by
the noise of the snowmobiles,
went about 150 yards down the
mountain and buyedg the victims
in about 5 feet of snow, he said.

Former Honda executive testifies at trial
CONCORD, N.H. - A former
American Honda Motor Co. sales
executive said Monday he believes the company's president
knew he was on the take.
Stanley James Cardiges, testifying at the trial for two former
colleagues accused of taking
kickbacks from Honda dealers,
said that Kolchi Amemyla probably knew around 1991, when
Amemyia gave him a bonus of
$20,000 or $25,000.
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Cardiges, American Honda's
top sales executive from 1988 until he was forced to resign in
1992, said he was earning
$100,000 to $125,000 a year.

Nine years ago today, due to an
abuse of the privilege, 18-year-olds
were no longer allowed to enter Main
Street, 117 N. Main St.
Up until that month. Main Street
was the only bar in town admitting
people of this age group.

.

ACROSS THE WORLD
Drought kills cattle in
Caohuila
MONCLO VIA, Mexico Drought in an area where rain
hasn't fallen since 1993 has killed
at least 35,000 cattle, causing $70
million in losses, the government
news agency reported Sunday.
Notimex quoted Armando Verduzco Gonzales, leader of the
Federation of Small Businesses
for northern Coahuila state, as
saying 1 million acres of pasture
lacks water to grow grass for
cattle.

Rumors may have
spurred refugee exodus
from Burundi

BUJUMBURA, Burundi - Suddenly, without warning and without explanation, tens of
thousands of Rwandan refugees

"To me there is something very
picked up their meager belongstrange about it," Frances Turnings and calmly set off for Taner, the head of the UNICEF miszania.
sion in Burundi, said Monday.
There was no attack to trigger
last week's sudden exodus of the
"The real reason they all got up to
40,000 people in the Niagara
leave is not really clear."
refugee camp. And there was no
The seemingly inexplicable
panic In their flight. The Rwanflight reflects how difficult It la
dan* waited patiently for their
to cope with the fears of people in
regular distribution of two
an area torn by the same ethnic
weeks' worth of food and then set conflict that drove them from
off for Tanzania.
their homes in the first place.
About 10,000 other refugees
There had been an attack by
from the Ruvumu and Kibezi
unknown assailants earlier in the
camps along the route joined the
week that killed 12 refugees and
march as it passed by - but only
wounded 22 at the Bdajuri refugee
Niagara was emptied. Most of the camp northwest of Niagara,
Rwandans at Ruvumu and Kibezi closer to the Rwandan border.
just watched the ragged parade
But there had been no violence at
roll by.
Niagara.
- International aid workers man"Rumors are stronger than fact
aged to halt the procession FriIn this country. I am constantly
day after Tanzania closed its
astonished at the power of ruborder. But days later they still
mors in this country," CARE
spokesman Mark Richardson
don't know exactly what prompted the entire population of one
said.
He said there was a rumor that
camp to break for the border.

"The people In the camps here
are probably the most blameless
of the refugees," Turner said.
Rwandan Hutu militiamen
would avoid Burundi, aid
workers said, because the army
here is almost entirely made up
of Tutsis who know the extremists were behind the slaughter
of at least 500,000 people, mostly
Tutsis, last year in Rwanda.
"When a whole camp picks up
Its things and leaves, but does not
flee In a panic, It is very strange
and appears to be organized,"
Turner said.

International Week 1995

PRESENTS—

DAN HART
S/Q
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pear there are extremists in the
camps in Burundi capable of
commanding a whole camp to
move.
"We have never had any problems with militias or former soldiers. Burundi is the last country
they would come to," said Stein,
who has also worked in the camps
in Zaire.

GLOBAL GET-A-WAY

OFF CAMPUS CONNECTION

Philadelphia area Singer ■ Songwriter ■ guitarist
at the

Tutsis in the nearby town of
Ngozi would attack the refugees
at Niagara.
There have been similar rumors before, but shooting In
Ngozi on Monday may have added credibility to the rumors, said
Paul Stromberg. the spokesman
for the U JJ. High CommlssVoner
for Refugees.
Since the refugees fled to Burundi nearly a year ago, tensions
have been high between the
Rwandan Hutus and the many
Burundlan Tutsis who live
nearby.
"The assumption is all these
people are killers, that they are
Hutu who killed Tutsis in Rwanda
and had to flee," said Nicolas
Stein, a field engineer with
CARE.
But unlike Rwandan refugee
camps In Zaire and Tanzania,
those in Burundi are not controlled by former Hutu militiamen and soldiers. It does not ap-

Saturday, April 1
Badminton Tournament
Student Rec Center, 12:00 Noon
Sunday April 2
Movie from India
Gish Film Theater
7:00 P.M.
Monday, April 3
GREAL Movie - "Crime &
Punishment: USSR," Gish Theater,
Hanna Hall, 7:00 P.M.
Tuesday, April 4
W.S.A. on AIDS
■ Taft Room of the Student Union
9:00 P.M.
Wednesday, April 5
Tropical safari Health Fair
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
10:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M.

Wednesday, April 5
International Encounters
Off Campus Student Center
8:00 P.M. -10:00 P.M.
Thursday, April 6
Campus Expressions
Bowl 'n' Greenery, Union
8:00 P.M.-10:00 P.M.
Saturday, April 8
International Dinner
First United Methodist Church
1506 East Wooster Street
7:00 P.M.-10:00 P.M.
(Tickets will be sold in the Union
Foyer form April 3-7, 9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.)
Please call for more information:
■
Margo Hughs 372-2249
Lawrence Ong 353-3407

JOIN Tin:
FAMILY
TEAM!
Why rent from Newlove Rentals?
* Some locations permit pels
* No parental guarantees
* Full time office staff
* Full time maintenance
*9& 12 Month leases
* Duplexes & Houses Avail.
* Brochures available
* Summer leases
Some locations to choose from:
920 E. Wooster: FREE HEAT. WATER, SEWER, ACROSS FROM CAMPUS!
520 E. Reed: 2 Bdrm, Casablance Fan, ACROSS FROM CAMPUS!
801-803 Fifth: Great prices with FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER!
309 High: FREE HEAT. WATER, SEWER & CLOSE TO CAMPUS!
ABOVE DOWNTOWN BUSINESSES: 1 Bdrms. various locations!
222 4 228 S. College: 1 Bdrms, FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER!
725 Ninth: 1 Bdrms, FREE WATER & SEWER!
125-131 Clay: 1 A 2 Bdrms, FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER S CLOSE TO CITY PARK

V

NEWI»VE
Rentals

;S2tt S. Main
Our Only Ollirr
352-5620

'HWfcmSnatfspun.'s

MACBETH

April 5-8 at 8 pm and April 9 at 2 pm
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
Call 372-2719 for Tickets.
)
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Hall labs re-open

A Penny Saved Is a Penny Earned

Students regain access to technology
AUDI

Eppii

The BC News
Computers became a little more accessible
Monday.
Computer labs m CoBlttL Kohl, McDonald and
Rodger* halls, previously dosed due to budget
constraints, were reopened for residential use.
A task force consisting of representatives from
Resident Student Association and Undergraduate
Student Government was organized to get the labs
reopened, Terry Miller of Residential Services
said.
"We fed students want Improved technology,
and we fed we're accountable to student needs.

We fed we're giving students what they wait.
Technology la key to the University's mission," he
said.
This action is partly pursuant to the Technology
Fee Initiative to be implemented next fall Students living on campus next year will pay a $50 fee
for technology services.
In addition to the re-openings, the University
will receive 123 new Power Mac 1600 computers
equipped with CD-ROM drives and DOS and
Windows software capabilities.
The new computers will be distributed throughout campus. Including residence halls and Greek
houses.
See TECHNOLOGY, page six.

Campus hosts festival
Event promotes awareness
of Native-American culture
Amy Johnson
The BC News

"The Art of Native Americans
- Yesterday and Today" encourages students and the public to
experience issues relating to the
Native Americans.
The Native-American festival
will take place today in the
Northeast Commons. The event
is sponsored by Rodgers Quadrangle and co-sponsored by 14
other campus organizations.
The festival will begin at 4:30
p.m. with an arts and crafts display. Guests will be able to buy
the arts and crafts until 5:30 p.m.
At 7:30 p.m. a discussion will

The BG Newa/Rees Wcllir.cr

Members of the Delta Sigma PI co-ed fraternity and Wood County United Way hdd a check for
$732.46 in the Mlletl Alumni Center. Delta Sigma Pi raised $142.93 - almost entirely In pennies - and
was one of 28 organizations involved with the program. Proceeds from the campaign will benefit programs at various United Way affiliates.

take place about the issues facing
Native Americans and at 9:30
p.m. there will be a fashion show
and a performance of cultural
dances In the Northeast Commons.
Rodgers Quadrangle will bring
In local performers from The
American Intertribal Indian Association. The association is
headquartered In Cleveland, but
residents from Michigan and one
Bowling Green resident will be
performing, said Dan Watt,
chairman and organizer of the
festivd.
"The Native Americans are a
group that is not heard about or
discussed as much as other cul-

tures," Watt sdd. "This Is an opportunity for students to hear
their side."
Speakers Richard Morales and
Joyce Mahaney will address the
audience during the discussion.
"The two speakers will be discussing reservation life, burial
issues, cultural Identity, exploitation issues, and they will be re-'
citing poetry," Watt said.
Exploi tat ion issues, such as the
recent protest against the Cleveland Indians and their mascot. Is
an example of the stealing of the
Native Americans' cultural Identity, Watt sdd.
"It's very important to know
about the people who lived in this
country first," sdd Abe Dones, a
sophomore resident adviser at
Kodgers Quadrangle.

GSS
Continued from page one.
thing that should be made clear."
Vice President Baton lost to

Vans

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG
APPLY NOW FOR THE POSITION OF
USG EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

RESTAURANT '

Duties
• Attend all general assembly meetings.
• Responsible for all clerical duties for the Executive
and Legislative Branches of the undergraduate
student union.
• Type minutes and legislation.
{ * Computer skills and experience preferred
Applications can be picked up at 403 student services and must
be beck by 5:00 pm, April 1 lib. You must also apply through
student employment, 4th floor, student services
a—Hast Conasa Jeff amende or I
Mat Jordan at 2411S |

IMeWM««IMemiMe»IM

oJrte Apt oj
tffytivc y^mericans:
tester cfa^ &'oJbday

W"

observations made in his absence,
may have butt his chanrea for
election. _
_
Several GSS representatives
questioned Eaton's ethics during
the phase of elections dosed to
the candidates, but none wished
to elaborate on their reservations

• Good Pay: $4.50 per hour
20 hours per week
• Great People
• Excellent Experience

5 Dinners for under $5
Italian Sausage Dinner
rice, grilled vegetables and bread
Chicken Tenders Dlnnerfrench fries, coleslaw and bread
(Side of BBQ sauce)
Border Scramble
Chlcken-n-Noodlesgarden salad and bread
Spaghettigarden salad and garlic toast

both Matos-Ortlz and Harold. Eaton said negative statements and

concerning Eaton's prior conduct.
The other positions were not
contested. Sterling Johnson was
elected treasurer, and Pam Hashem and Janet Morris were
voted in as representatives atlarge.

j^Pf\ fWhat's the
JZJJX Point,
/ZA P l\ \Kenneth? „
_5LV/:

V

s
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PUT SOME THOUGHT
MTO YOUR SUUMXR

■P^i
'95SUMMEF 1 PHILOSOPHY
■"••JSeciei
First Term 5/ 22-6/30
MTWR
Littletield
Development Of Parsons 2:45-420
MTWR
Stuart
PhJI Of Punishment
11:00-1235
Marriage S Alternative
1:00-2:35
MTWR
Uttlefiald
Christian Origins
2:45-420
MTWR
Lomasky
TR
Calkin
Hegel
1:00-5:00

210
327
340
340
480

Second Term 7/3-8/11
101
103
31 s

Intro To Philosophy
Introduction To Logic
Death • Dying

8:00-0:15
1:00-2:35
2:45-420

MTWRF
MTWRF
MTWRF

Stall
Staff
Stafl

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

1

»

SitfTC" (ffcrepvs QsQg
AfWf! Jock re ••run, auwar

(Experience and eitjo^ tfie sights and sounds of the
<I\ative y\jnerican cufture try Browsing and/or
purchasing 6eautijut arts &. crafts and
attending the spectacutar performance of
C^ati-ve /American dancers. Afco, get an insight
on important fixative American tissues.

<WFien : April 4th, 1995
CVVhere : <$<E. Commons&.G&XJL
gjune: y\rts and Crafts - 4:00 pm
(J)iscussion oj Cfesues ~5:30 pm
(performance - 7:30 pm
FREE AND OPEN
TO THE PUBLIC
Coordinated and sponsored by
Rodgers Quadrangle
Also sponsored by:
University Programmers Council,
Krslsehsr Quad.,
Cultural Arts Program, University Activities Organisation,
Latino Student Union, Multicultural Affairs,
Resident Student Association, MaeDonald Quad.,
Cultural Events Committee, Harshmsn Quad., Kohl Hall,
Rodgera Quad. Council, Conklln Hall and Proul Hall.

Ethnic

I

Tuesday, April 4 & Thursday, April 6
Noon-4pm
North end of Reed St. Warehouse

Week 95 ££
April

Items to be told include: assorted chairs, couches,
tables, desks, desk chairs, copy machines, computers
and computer related Kerns, sporting goods (kayaks,
wind surf boards, ice skates, cross country ski
equipment, sports pads, helmets), electronic pianos
(need a separate amplifier), upright piano, two (2) wood
playhouses - these have shingle roofs, ready to paint and
use, plus many other items too numerous to mention.
Come early for the best selection.
ALL SALES ARE FINAL - NO REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES.
SALES TAX WILL BE CHARGED. NO WARRANTIES ARE
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED - ALL ITEMS SOLD AS IS, WHERE
IS. REMOVAL OF PURCHASED GOODS MUST BE DAY OF
PURCHASE. BGSU NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR LOST.
MISPLACED, OR DAMAGED MERCHANDISE.
For further infefitwtion caH the Inventory
Management Department 372-2121,
Monday-Friday9am-12:00and lorn-3pm.

3

COLLEGE OF Mu
SOWUHO Gum Sun

',April3
pjn. ♦ Bryan Recital Hal
Thfcsestli Oenerd Adwiiilas

I p-m. ♦ Irvan kerital Hal

w.1

i.«m

Stuii*Koke33ntl
JcBslotsload

3
QtisstMefcCesra
Cenrod Henri* Iroesbor.
MssWy, Afrl 7
S pun. ♦ Srran Ksdtal Hal
Ticket.: AeWfe $5 & Skaisa* 13
dee lake ess1 Jsha

Faadvel Series:
Oes less. AThe Jok. Daslnssrtk 0ro->
SsSwek,, April

Sau».»ritsiliiiHal
Tkkeh:$l2,J1v»«o
.faakMSssM.
*a Meant Muekd Am Centsr

4P*

al41«J7JJ171or
feSoWr-ervokom.
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School board loses support

Accused
rapist
may have
ties to BG

Four members will resign to help district, public opinion
Joe Boyle
The BG News

Aaron Gray
The BC News
An alleged rapist indicted in
Tiffin could be the same man responsible for Bowling Green's city-wide rape scare of 1993, if
DNA test results turn out to be
positive.
Bowling
Green Police
are investigating a possible
connection between Eric B.
Pearson, 42,
and a rape and
attempted rape
that occurred
in August and
September of 1993. Five other
jurisdictions are also trying to tie
Pearson to unsolved sexual assault cases.
Pearson, whose last known address is Arlington, Ohio, is currently being held in the Seneca
County Jail.
Detective Ken Fortney said the
rape for which Pearson was arrested has strong similarities to
the Aug. 27, 1993, attack of a
24-year-old University student
near the corner of Pearl Street
and Orel way Avenue.
"We discovered a lot of consistencies and things that
matched up," Fortney said.
"We've got similar clothing, the
fact that in both cases the victim
was tied up, the fact that a bag
was put over the victim's head a number of things add up."
Bowling Green police have
already verified that Pearson
was in Bowling Green a few
months after the assaults. He
was given a citation for running a
red light in February 1994.
Fortney said DNA samples
taken from the Bowling Green
rape are being sent to the Bureau
of Criminal Investigations in

Police sketch of the suspected
rapist In the 1993 attacks.
Fremont, Ohio, where tests are
being conducted on samples
from the Tiffin case.
"The Investigation is ongoing,
and we're waiting on lab results
to tell us If this is the guy we're
looking for," Fortney said.
If the samples match, Fortney
said there would be no doubt
Pearson committed the Bowling
Green rape, and possibly another
attempted rape.
Police suspect the same person
involved in the August rape was
also involved in an attempted
rape on Sept. 23, 1993, near the
corner of Manville Avenue and
Scott Hamilton Street.
Fortney said Pearson could
also be a suspect in an Oct. 8,
1993, assault of a University student at the corner of Manville
Avenue and Troup Street. This
assault, however, was not originally believed to be connected
with the other two.
Pearson has prior arrests in
Bowling Green for felonious assault, Fortney said. In 1980 he
was arrested and transported to
Wyandot County, where he was
eventually convicted of rape.
The attacker reportedly told
the victim of the 1993 rape he
had been in Jail for an attempted
rape he did not commit.
Fortney said Pearson was
caught near Tiffin when the victim of an attempted sexual assault saw his license plate number as he allegedly drove away
from the crime scene.

People are never anxious to be
taxed, but according to people
within the Bowling Green City
School district, residents have
generally been very supportive
of their public schools.
That is, until the past 1 1/2
years.
With the city schools in debt
and no immediate resolution to
the problem, citizens decided to
take action by lashing out at the
first available target - the school
board, said Tyne Hyslop, president of the Bowling Green School
Board.
"The biggest stumbling block
has been the perception that
there was mismanagement,"
Hyslop said. "Reality will not
take the place of perception.

They're focused on blame. Unfortunately, the board has taken
the brunt of the blame."
The current budget crisis, according to Hyslop, has been the
result of a decrease in revenue,
rather than mismanagement on
the part of the school board.
"The voters perceive that because the schools ended up in
debt that we overspent. There
are two ways you can end up in
debt - one, you can overspend or
two, the revenues can go down,"
Hyslop said. "In 1990 we entered
into a three-year contract with
the teachers based on the state's
support. The state cut the amount
of increase, and rather than a sixto eight-percent raise, it was a
one- to two-percent raise."
The superintendent of Bowling
Green City Schools, BUI Hall, explained that although the school's
debt is not a result of overspend-

ing, the board Is trying to cut
back its spending.
"The central office has been
centralized. We hope this will
condense our functions," Hall
said
Hall also mentioned all four of
the board members have announced their intent to resign, as
they have been the lightning rod
of criticism.
"We're trying to respond to the
voter's requests," Hall said.
"Three out of four members will
not seek re-election, and the
fourth will resign when the other
terms expire."
Superintendent of Wood
County Schools Delbert Brown
noted that Informing voters of
the dire need for school levies is
a major task for all school officials.
"Local taxpayers don't often
get to vote on budget issues,"

Brown said. "For example, they
don't get to vote on an extension
to the airport or road improvements ~ some states the voters
don't even get to decide. They
have a budget commission that
makes the decisions for them."
Brown said there is a general
pattern that voting on school levies follows in Wood County.
"A good way to summarize the
way people vote on these is that
40 percent are in support, 40 percent are in opposition and 20 percent need an explanation,"
Brown said. "It's that swing vote
that makes the difference."
Brown added that generally
Wood County voters have been
very supportive of school budgeting ballot issues.
"Citizens of Wood County have
generally been in support of
budget issues - it's considered to
be a growth county," Brown said.

COUNCIL
Continued from page one.
Ward 1 Councilman Todd Kleismit, whose district Includes two
of the three crossings, disagreed,
stating that he remains unconvinced that any crossings need to
be closed
"I'm not convinced that we
need to close streets, but I want
to continue discussion on the issue," Kleismlt said.
If tiie city had closed the three
crossings, Conrail would have
helped the city re-open Merry
Street
To get Merry reopened would
require the city to lodge a lawsuit
against Conrail to get it to relinquish the right-of-way.
However, should the city close
the three crossings, Conrail
would not oppose the suit and
would pay for the construction
costs, Kleismlt said- ■
"We can always try to get
Merry re-opened, and that will

require a lawsuit. No matter
what It will require at least a
friendly lawsuit," Kleismlt said
The overriding concern of the
council members, according to
Kleismlt, was to make sure every
crossing had lights and gates for
the safety of the public
"Whatever it takes, It is our intention to have every open crossing with a gate and a light," Kleismlt said. "We felt the necessity
to state something. This is our
goal, and we need to see how we're going to get there."
In accordance with this, Reed
Street and Lehman Avenue will
have gates and lights within the
next year. Frazee Avenue and
Derby and Pike streets will. If
approved on future readings,
have lights and gates in an estimated five years.
This time period depends on
how much money the city

receives from the state and fed- as 'emergency,' which forfeits
the second and third readings of
eral governments.
"Within five years all the a bill and allows the resolution to
crossings in Bowling Green will be enacted as soon as possible.
City Attorney Michael Marsh
have gates and lights," Kleismlt

"We can always try to get Merry re-opened,
and that will require a lawsuit - no matter
what it will require at least a friendly
lawsuit."
Todd Kleismit
Ward 1 Councilman
said.
Almost half of the meeting's
time was devoted to lobby visitations, however, as a group of
concerned west end citizens
brought up the fact that many
council resolutions are marked

addressed these concerns, which
were spurred on by the emergency clause added to the
request to change zoning on the
property that Best Buy was considering in February for a distriition facility.
==?!
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POLICE

Continued from page one.
motive for killing himself and his
son, but they said he gave them a
due.
"He indicated to me he was
born a free man and he Intended
to die a free man," Sgt. Nick
Solar said Sunday after the standoff Involving 300 police officers
had ended at Lekan's residence.
Beyer said the boy's death hit
police the hardest, and his death
was causing problems for classmates on Monday.
Brunswick School Superintendent James Hayas said a team of
counselors and psychologists
were available at Kidder Elementary School Monday to help
children cope with the death.
"We also had about IS parents
this morning who asked to speak
with counselors, partly so they

I

555*^
•9U,

could better comfort their children and partly for themselves,"
he said
Hayas said John Lekan Jr. did
not seem to be suffering from
any problems at home, although
he had missed about nine days In
the last nine weeks of school.

e

"His father had attended
school events and parent-teacher
conferences, and no problems
were ever reported," he said

i'

The standoff began Friday
afternoon when one officer was
wounded trying to check on the
condition of Lekan's wife, Beverly, who has multiple sclerosis.
Two more officers were wounded Friday night in a failed attempt to end the standoff.

MID AM MANOR
• NOWRENTING*
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T Choose from choice apartments within walking
▼ distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year
♦
1995-19%.

,

CA^y

&

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning
k641 Third St Apt 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-43801

Enter the LifeStyles
'Condoms and Safer Sex in the 90s'

Video Contest
Grateful Dead Night

TONIGHT
and
Every Tuesday Night
Live Show Tapes
Raffles
Giveaways
Imported Beer Specials
18 A Over
Coming Weds. April 5th
Electric Evmtgr—n

Here's your chance to lell ol those people trying to get inside
your haad, whafs redly on your mind. Al you hove to do is make,
a 30-second video on how you'd sell condoms and safer sex today,
ond you could be on your way to winning UfeSrytes grand praeof
$10,0001 Main it jerious, moke it Jurtiy, just rok if urfa^flabli.
The UfeSr/tes Video
Contest, rfs $9.95 to
«*r cod its as easy as

I ifaNH/VaO
l*ie»Jiy*»

calng 1-800-551-5454.

CONDOMS

LifeStyles
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Campaign finance
reform bill debate
seeks resolution

Cruisin' for a Cause

State lawmakers continue
bargaining talks in Columbus
Paul Souhrada
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Negotiations on a compromise campaign finance reform bill will continue right up until Tuesday's House committee
meeting, a key Republican lawmaker said Monday.
"Campaign reform will pass tomorrow and be on the floor of the
House Wednesday,'' said Rep. Jeff Jacobean, chairman of the House
Ethics and Elections Committee.
"I hope we are in a position to pass a version that reflects a compromise," the Vandalia Republican said "Things are moving in that
direction.''
The compromise would limit donations to candidates to $2,500 per
contributor, said David Zanotti, president of the Roundtable Freedom
Forum.
The forum is one of the partners in Ohioans for Campaign Reform,
a coalition of groups pushing to cap contributions to candidates at
$1,000 per person or political action committee.
"We have always said we're not wedded to the $1,000 number,"
Zanotti said
The citizens' group placed the bill before the House by gathering
104,000 signatures on petitions.
By law, the Legislature has until May 3 to pass that bill or approve
one the group would support. If not, the group can place the issue on
the November ballot by gathering another 100,000 signatures.
"How close we are to a deal is something that will unfold over the
next several days," he said
Zanotti added that the group will be ready to gather signatures until the bill clears both houses.
"If the Senate balks or if it's not done by May 3, it's full steam
ahead," he said
Zanotti said the group has the money to gather more signatures and
to wage a $2 million fall campaign.
Two weeks ago, the Senate passed a bill limiting contributions to
statewide candidates to $5,000 per primary and general election. The
limit would be $3,000 to Senate candidates and $1,000 for House candidates.
Zanotti's group denounced the limits as too high The group also objected to allowing political caucus committees in the Senate and
House to collect large sums of money to distribute to individual candidates.
That sparked the legislative negotiations to heat up, with Jacobson
as the primary negotiator between the citizens' group, the Senate and
Gov. George Volnovich's administration.
The compromise would allow caucus committees to continue to
exist, but they would be tied directly to the state political parties.
Still unresolved is the issue of whether to limit campaign spending
by candidates - an Idea Voinovich and Secretary of State Bob Taft
pushed but House and Senate Republicans rejected.
Rep. Sean Logan, D-Lisbon, said he likely will Introduce an amendment capping campaign spending. He added that Voinovich and Taft
have targeted a few Republican lawmakers on the committee in an
effort to get them to go along with the idea

AP Photo/Annetic M. Drawlctte

A group calling themselves the Mounties come up the last stretch
to end their five-mile walk for Multiple Sclerosis on Sunday In

Mansfield, Ohio. Members are, from left: Mike Hollar, Paul Mar
kle,CarolBroderick, Vein Langeand Marilyn Wilson.

School bus skids, overturns

road Monday and slid into a
ditch.
Fifty children were taken to
ROCKFORD, Ohio - A school hospitals, some with minor injurbus carrying third- through fifth- ies. They were treated or evalugraders overturned on a rural ated and then released.
The Associated Press

KAPPA SIGMA FMTERMTY
SPRING 199$

The children were from Rock- when the accident occurred. The
ford and Willshire in west- patrol said the driver overcorcentral Ohio. They were on their rected after the bus went off the
way to Parkway Intermediate road, and the vehicle ended up on
School in Mendon when the acci- its top in a ditch.
The patrol said there was no
dent occurred at about 8:15 a.m.
Gary Graft m, superintendent evidence of mechanical failure.
of Parkway Local Schools, said The driver, Elaine M. Stelner, 46,
some of the children suffered of Mendon, was cited for failure
cuts, bumps or bruises and the to control, the patrol said
Rockford is 30 miles west of
others were taken to hospitals as
Lima and 10 miles from the Ina precaution.
The children were transported diana border.
to Van Wert County Hospital in
Van Wert or Coldwater Community Hospital in Coldwater.
Continued from page four.
The Wapakoneta post of the
State Highway Patrol said the
Miller forecasts possible fubus was traveling east on Ohio
707 two miles west of Mendon ture goals, such as providing
computer use for students in the
summer.

TECHNOLOGY —

Grand Master
Lastoria
Minton
Grand Procurator
Grand Master of Cere
fold Lamberty
Grand Scribe .
Todd Lampeter
Brian Bottger
Grand Treasurer
Matt Jordan
Assistant Treasurer
Communications Chair
Dennis Novak
Jon Albereiii, Kevin Depolo
Guards
Jamie Schwaberow
Historian
Doug Riddle, Mike Taurasi
House Managers
Joe Fimner, Sean Gilley
IFC Reps.
Community Service Chairs ' Mike Taurasik; '*'
Jeremy Allman,
Chuck Conrad
Will Swanson
Pledge Educator
Slave Floyd
Bush Chairman(Sp. *85)Rush Chairman (Fall '95)
Greg Elliott
Social Chairmen
Steve Bailey, Jeremy Hines
Adam Drvenkar «
I J
KHchen Steward
Jamie Schwaberpnv
Intramural Chairmen
Philanthropy Chairman
Josh Vance
*
Public Relations Chairman
Joe Flinnar
f
Ken Gottscriaik, Greg Elliott
Parent's Day Chairmen
Brotherhood Chairmen
Ryan Now**,
Jordahn Qawfr^ \ Jaf
Josh Va nee f

Enjoy the
All-You-Can-Eat
pasta this week at

TOWERS WEST

The labs will be open from 4:30
p.m. to 2 a.m. Mondays through
Thursdays and Sundays from
1:30 p.m. to 2 am. They will be
closed Fridays and Saturdays.

Make the SMART

♦ Buff Apartments-call
♦ Campbell Hill-1 left

♦ Frazee Avenue Apts-1 left

PASTA BAR
Tues., Wed.:
April 4th & 5th

♦ 334 N.Main-2 left

Towers Wast Restaurant
McDonald Dining Center

Mondm-Frtdar 43W3Q
CMh. FacuMSWI Ctwga t QMun 90
Xoconriw Acc«pHd.

GET INVOLVED!!

Applications For The Ungraduate Student
Government 1995-96 Executive Cabinet
Apply For:
•Treasurer- Responsible for all financial operation
• Academic Affairs Coordinator- Coordinate student input on academic issues as well as
promote open communication between students, faculty and administration.
• Multicultural Affairs Coordinator- Coordinate and aid in facilitating multicultural programs
to enhance the awareness and knowledge of all undergraduate students.
• National, State and Community Affairs Coordinator- Represent BGSU at Ohio Student
Association meetings to review actions of federal, state and local legislation.
• Non-Traditional Student Liaison- Advise the General Assembly on the concerns and needs of
the undergraduate non-traditional students.
• Public Relations Director- responsible for the promotion of all USG activities through
various media outlets.
• Student Welfare Coordinator- coordinate programs to enhance the awareness of all aspects
of student welfare at BGSU.
• University Committees Coordinator- recommend undergraduate students for presidential
appointment to university committees and city commissions.
• USG Volunteers Director- serve as the coordinator and controller of the USG Volunteers
program.
• Faculty Liaison- Serve as link between USG and faculty Senate while promoting open lines
of communication.
• Administrative Assistant- serve as technological liaison for promoting USG issues on outlets
such as the Internet and Worldwide Web.

Call or stop in for a complete listins of available apartments and houses.

224 E. Woostcr

Greenbrlar Inc.
'A Relatively
FuR Service
Restaurant

and tart*
CARRY OUT MENU AVAILABLE
SATELLITE TV -SPORTS'

"• World Famous Wings •
Lunch * Dinn«&* * Itlltt Nlflht
• Full Service Menu *
OPEN 7 DAYS 11 a.m.-2:30 a.m.

^wMaB toaa

QOhio UtemibHU

1720 E. Wooster
354-2000
\

North College Hill

»

!/ arid more

cotnin'

Fairfield

Dayton

BGSU Students and Faculty
Party Room Available
Call For Details

Applications can be picked up In 405 Student Services
and are due back by 5:00 p.m., April 11th.

Questions? Contact Jeff Stcfancic
or Matt Jordan at £-8116.
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The Best Way To Save Money
On Stuff (Other Than Borrowing
YoUr Roommate's.) l^ommates tiad to get a littfc
weird when you borrow their stuff. (They're funny like that.) Better to get

Ma

yourself a MasterCard* card. Then you could use it to

SHlg &S±
SAH*t;*LAS

buy the things you really want. And with these

College Master/Values® coupons, you'll save up to 40%. And until you get your
own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird enough
as it is. MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart money"

MasterCard
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SAVE 25% ON THE BEATLES'
GREATEST HITS ON CD

FREE Pair of Shorts (A $23 Value)

Choose either the Red album, with hits from 1962 to 1966
(26 hio including: A Hard Day's Night. Ticket To Ride
and Help) or the Blue album, 1967 to 1970 (28 hits including:
Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, All You Need Is
Love, and Revolution). Buy one 2-CD set for »25.98 (a 131.98
value) or get the pair of CD sets for M7.98. To order call
1-800-313-3323.

Run away with savings and our shorn, too. Receive
a FREE pair of shorts (a 123 value), when you purchase *65 or more on your next catalog order and
use your MasterCard* card. Call 1-800-551-5558
for a free catalog or to place an order. Mention offer
#RRP-O720.
Ofcr vakd 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Ofcr valid only
on purchases usmg i MasterCard* card. Coupon
cannot be combined with any other dacouno.
points or ofcr*. One free paw of thorn
per customer

Ofler viM V1 '95 to 5/31/95. Ofc vabd only on purchaaea
injng, MaaterCard" card- Ofler may not be combined with
any other ofler or dHcount Shipping and riandbng addroorul
(S3 50 per addreai in the USA) Pleat add applicable ulet
tax. Oner void where prohibited

Coll.,. J...I. .

SAVE UP TO $120
Your college ring, from ArtOrved, is a keepsake
youll always treasure. Save $30 on 10K gold, $60
on 14K gold or $120 on 18K gold. Call 1-800952-7002 for more details.
Ofcr valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95 Ofc valid only on piarchase* using
a MaaterCard* card. Coupon may not be
combined with any other coupon or chscount.
Ofcr docs not apply to shipping and handling.
Larrut one order per person. Some linutationt
may apply

iwlkwt
for a change

lENS EXRRESJT)

Save 15% On Your Next Purchase

Save 40%

Your dorm or apartment could use a few changes. You could
use a good deal. Pier 1 can supply both. We'll take 15% off
your total purchase of all regular price items, from colorful
Sillows to fun framed art. AD the supplies school calls for, plus
5% off when you use your MasterCard* card at Pier 1.
Ofler and coupon valid 2/1/95 to 5/51/95. Ofc valid onrv on purchases unrig a

Join the club...and save 40% off the *25, three-year membership fee when you use your MasterCara card. Enjoy
discount of up to 50% on contact lenses, glasses, designer
sunglasses and much more at "America's #1 Vision Care
Service". For more details, call 1-800-USA-LENS and
mention offer #101.

MasterCard" card Ofcr vakd on regular priced rnenhandae only, exclude* clearance and
tale urmt, ddrvery and other service chargra-Coupcrt ri»u« be redeemed at uV ome c/
purchaae. Ofcr does not apply to prior purchaae* and cannot be uaed to purchaae Gift
Cerbficates. Coupon H not valid in ccnabuiaoon with
any other coupon or discount Coupon a vahd ai all
Pier 1 company mm and paRsnpaang franchise flora.
Coupon #446.

Offer and coupon valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95
Offer valid only on purchase* using a
MasterCard" card. Offer void where
prohibited by law.

I--

AKKAMED

Offer Not Valid Without This Coupon.

GET ONE VIDEO FREE
WHEN YOU BUY THREE
Video values just for you! Enjoy a full selection of top-quality
videos at discount prices. All videos are priced at f9.95 or less
and are 100% sabs&ctiop guaranteed Act now and get one
video FREE when you buy three and use your MasterCard*
card. Call 1-800-862-7100 fervour FREE catalog and ask for
the COLLEGE MasterValues* offer.
Ofcr vabd 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Ofcr vahrf only c« purchases
•ana MaattrCafd* card Ofcr may not be eornbmed with
other ofcr or dncount. Ofcr vabd far US render** only
Void where prohibited.
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Save $2 Off A CD Or Cassette
Here's music to your can...save »2 on one CD or cassette
priced *8.99 or more when you use your MasterCard* card.
One *2 discount per coupon.
COUPON #493
Offer and coupon valid 271/95 to 5/31/95. Offer vakd only on purchases uting a
MasterCard* card. Caah redemption value 1/20. Offer void where prohibited, taxed
or reitixted. Coupon may not be cornbined with
any other dttcount. Limit one CD or cassette per
order. Exclude* nle merchandise.
Offer Not Valid Without That Coupon

SAVE UP TO 25%
Show the special people in your life how much you care!
Save 20% on all floral arrangements and gift baskets of *28.45
or more, and get 25% off a dozen roses when you use your
MasterCard* card. Call 1-800-THE-ROSE before 1pm and
have your special gift delivered the same day!
Ofc valad 2/1/95 to 5/51/95. Ofc valid only on purchase* using a MasterCard*
card. Ofcr vakd on product, priced |28.45 or more
Appbcablc sales tax and service charge* are additional
Coupon a not valid with any other special ofler or
discount. Ofcr valid only on deliveries within the
Continental United States Sunday delivery

Shopping is easy at America's premier specialty retailer of gift. 6tness, recreational, travel, apparel and more. Use your MasterCanr
card arid save 15% on a purchase of*75 or more when you shop
at any one of our 70 store locaoons or by mail order. Call 1-800344-4444, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to find the store nearest
you or for a FREE catalog.
Offer valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Ofcr valid only on purchases using a MasterCard*
card Offer not valid on certaan purchaaet. May not be combaacd with Frequent
Buyrri" Program. Price Matching Pokey, auction purchases, or other cfacounra or
promooora Not valad on purchase of gift ccroficatei or on
previotn purchase!. The diacouni u applicable to, and the
minimum purchaae baaed on mercrunchae pricei only, and
exclude* tax. .hipping and ox on ihippmg
Coupon Required POS CODE: H

M-h»~

49% Off A Special
12-Week Subscription
Invest in your future and stay on top of current developments with 77K* Wall Strttl Journal. For a limited
time only, pay just 123 for a 12-week subscription
to the nation's leading business publication. To take
advantage of this special offer, call 1-800-348-3555
and please refer to source key 75NE.
Orfct ratd 2/1/95 to 5/31/95 OHe. .aid
onry on ptnilaaaii uatng a MaatnCarer* card

not guaranteed.

A/O/t 'PHOTO

SAVE 15% ON YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE OF $75 OR MORE

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.

50% Off Film Developing

U Carnival.

IBIatOTIOflUIC

tiMiinnau.

CRUISE AND SAVE, PLUS RECEIVE A
FREEnFANNY PACK*

Hold on to the good times and your money, too.
MotoPhoto...the best place for better pictures guaranteed!
Take 50% off the regular price of processing and printing when
you use your MasterCard* card. Call 1-800-733-6686 for the
location nearest you. Limit 1.

Cruise the "Fun Ships* and save up to S400 per cabin on
3- or 4-day cruises when you use your MasterCard* card.
Cruise for as little as '.299 per person. 3rd and 4th passengers
cruise FREE! Call 1-800-352-3454 for information and
bookings. West Coast callers dial: 1-800-633-0220.

Ofler and coupon vakd 2/1/95 to 5/31/95 Cak IIdmallliim value 1/20 Ofler vahd
only OH purtKaaa* uaaoaj a MaaterCard* card. Limit on* coupon per cuatomrr
Cannot be combined with any other often Ofc vakd
on C-vlprocere. 35 mm 4am. red atatarUrd am praaaa
only. Ofc vakd at parocipaong atom only.

Ofc rubyect ao avaalahkv and not eombmable with
tat. Snap.Re—rr, Uberk,tSaKatna.

Aak tat COLLEGE UtaanVakm" Savin-! Ofc .aid to aehoaad aaafcap ahrtaiaafc 1995.
hokdey bhckoaaa ace* Maaal book by 5/51 /95. Ofc vabd only on ■MaMa'Su
MaaarrCanf card Ratn are per penon. double occupancy, cruere-oivy wrda aar add-on.

- aaad, «t* black

OSei Not V.hd Without That Coupon
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Baby may save sister
Transplant aims to cure girl's leukemia
The Associated Press
SOLON, Ohio - The final stage has just begun
for a couple who decided to have another child in
order to give their 6-year-old daughter a chance to
survive leukemia
Christy Schwartz received high doses of chemotherapy over the weekend. She also will receive
intensive radiation treatments to prepare her for a
bone marrow transplant on Thursday.
The procedure would kill Christy without the
transplant.
"She is almost going to be dead and brought
back," her mother said.
Doctors say there is a 20 to 30 percent chance a
transplant will cure Christy, who was diagnosed
with leukemia when she was 11 months old.
She will receive stem cells extracted from her
little sister Angelina's umbilical cord just days
after her birth in November. Stem cells are a component of marrow that create new blood cells.
Angelina, now four months old, is the fourth
child of Jill and Randy Schwartz. They decided to
conceive her after learning that no other family
member's bone marrow matched Christy's and
that no suitable donor could be found in the
National Bone Marrow Registry.
The couple got the idea after Mrs. Schwartz read
about the Ayala family of San Bernardino, Calif.,

APPhoto/C.uiChan

Jill Schwartz say* goodbye to her daughter Christy before leaving Rainbow Babies and Childrens Hospital on Friday In Cleveland, Ohio. A bone marrow transplant will be done Thursday for Christy, whose
parents decided to have another child In order to give her a chance to survive leukemia.

whose teen-age daughter, Anissa, had leukemia. In
1991, Anissa received bone marrow from her baby
sister, Marissa, who was conceived to provide a
match despite criticism from medical ethicists.
That transplant was successful. Anissa is now 22
and still In remission. Marissa is 4.
There was only a one-in-four chance Angelina's
marrow would match Christy's. A test 16 weeks
into Mrs. Schwartz's pregnancy confirmed they
had beaten the odds.
"Ethically this is OK, as long as their motives are
mixed: they want the child and they want to save
their other kid," said Dr. Arthur L. Caplan, director of the Center for Bioethics at the University of
Pennsylvania
Doctors will thaw 3 ounces of Angelina's frozen
marrow and drip the fluid into an artery in Christy's chest. Angelina's healthy cells should migrate
into Christy's bones over several weeks, doctors
said.
The marrow was frozen until doctors felt Christy
was healthy enough to receive the transplant.
Christy has been taking a series of anti-cancer
drugs during the past eight months, and is "in
about as good of shape as she can possibly be," said
Dr. Susan B. Shurin, her cancer specialist at University Hospitals in nearby Cleveland.
"I'm very optimistic that things are likely to go
well," Shurin said.

Accounting errors
may hurt company Lab reveals technology
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI
Future
Healthcare
Inc. said Monday the bookkeeping prob1 e m s
it
revealed last
month could
cut in half its
previously reported revenues for 1993
and the first
nine months of 1994.
Future Healthcare announced

March 13 It found potentially stock price dropped by twocostly bookkeeping mistakes for thirds on the Nasdaq market, los1994 and possibly other years. ing almost $11 from its start of
The company said the problems $15.37 1/2. The price was at $4.18
were discrepancies in its records 3/4 at midaf temoon Monday.
The announcement also
for accounts receivable and
prompted several shareholder
earned unbilled revenue.
The Cincinnati company does lawsuits pending in U.S. District
clinical studies for the phar- Court. The lawsuits demand
maceutical, biotechnology, med- reimbursement for shareholders
ical device and consumer prod- and accuse the company and top
managers of allowing Future
ucts industries.
The company reported reve- Healthcare to make false finannues of $10.3 million for 1993 and cial statements to mislead people
$14.4 million for the first nine who bought its stock.
The company said it notified
months of 1994.
The day the problems were an- the Securities and Exchange
nounced. Future Healthcare's Commission on Friday that its financial statement for 1994 would
be delayed while a committee of
directors investigates the financial problems.
Future Healthcare previously
said it expected to delay announcement of its results for the
fourth quarter and the fiscal year
ended Dec. 31.

Information benefits
foreign companies
The Associated Press
Military investigators have accused an Ohio Air Force lab of
failing to keep sensitive
microelectronic technology from
being exploited by foreign companies, Defense Week reported
Monday.
In a copyrighted story, the
weekly trade journal said an Oct.
12 report by the Defense Department's Inspector General
said the know-how was inappropriately licensed to a French
company in March 1993 because
of lax security at Wright Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base in Dayton, Ohio
Susan Hansen, spokeswoman
for the Inspector General's of-
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Wednesday, Aprtt 5, 1995
10 am - 4 pin
BGSU Union Grand Ballroom

FREE Health Fair featuring over 85 exhibits:
♦FREE food samples/exhibits
•'•FREE health screenings: cholesterol, blood
sugar, blood pressure, body composition
analysis, health risk appraisals, fitness
and more
*!*Demonstrations & hands-on activities:
Shiatsu, Kayak, Mountain Biking, Karate
and Camping
♦ FREE health care product samples
For more information call 372-8303 or 372-8302 me 9S

flee, said the report was based on
an audit conducted to find out
whether sufficient internal controls were in place to protect
technologies developed under
the Microelectronic Manufacturing Science and Technology Program at Wright Laboratory.
"Wright Laboratory at WrightPatterson Air Force Base did not
effectively safeguard technology
developed under the MMST program," said Hansen, reading
from an unclassified summary of
the classified report. "As a result, Texas Instruments [Inc.]
inappropriately licensed MMST
technology to a foreign company."
Wright-Patterson spokeswo-

sell the technology.
"As a result, at least one foreign company has inappropriately received technological
benefits from the dollars expended by the U.S. government to
develop the MMST technology,"
the report said.
It said the transaction with
European Silicon Structures S.A
involved software jointly developed by Texas Instruments
Wright Laboratory for manufac-;
luring microchips.
The Wright Lab program is designed to produce small amounts
of precision military semiconductors for use in weapons

"We have reviewed the contract between
Wright Laboratory and the company, and we
are confident we are in complete accord with
all the applicable laws."
Tony Geishauser
Texas Instruments spokesman
man Sue Baker declined to comment She said portions of the inspector general's report are classified and the rest was not supposed to have been publicly
released.
Wright Lab is the Air Force's
largest laboratory complex, with
more than 2,000 workers and an
annual budget of more than $1
billion. Its mission is to design
and develop aeronautical technologies.
Defense Week said it obtained
unclassified portions of the report, which said managers at
Wright Laboratory modified contract clauses designed to limit
Texas Instruments' license to

systems and for commercial applications.
Texas Instruments spokeswoman Vlckl Fendlason said she
had not seen the report and declined to comment.
Defense Week quoted officials
it did not identify as saying there
is no indication Texas Instruments did anything improper.
"We have reviewed the contract between Wright Laboratory
and the company, and we are
confident we are in complete accord with all the applicable
laws," Texas Instruments
spokesman Tony Geishauser
told DefenseWeek.
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Tijuana
Tuesday
$5.20

' Civil Rlfhta Attorney
■ Founder of the Southern
Poverty Law Center
' Case* Include suits against:
• The Ku Klux Klan
• Skinheads
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responsible lor the death of
Dr. David Gunn
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N.Y. Strip
Steak
$6.95
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TfciuiMi.mil by The Human Kalatloo. Commlaalnn In conjunction with
na^-"- Analn. the Library Multicultural Committee. Multicultural
iaalra. the President's Office. Residential Services. Student ActMOea and
Orientation. Student Affair*. Undergraduate Student Government and
the Unrveralty Activities Organization.
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Waste cleanup tallied

UNITED WAY
out about half the charges
against each defendant last
month.
"They won half the case, and
we won half the case," Moffitt
said. "We have a tremendous appeal ready. No one won a clearcut victory in this case."
Jurors acquitted Aramony of
two money-laundering counts;
Merlo was acquitted of one count
of tax fraud and Paulachak was
acquitted of four fraud counts.
The jury reviewed more than
1,000 documents ranging from
income tax forms and accounting
ledgers to a letter detailing Aramony's affair with Lori Villasor,
who was 17 when their four-year
romance began in 1986.
Juror Alan Hannen, a driver
for United Parcel Service, said
the most convincing evidence related to Villasor. "For me, it was
all the money that went to Lori
for doing very little work," Hannen said.
Villasor testified she was paid
a salary for more than two years,
but performed only "an hour or
so" of work. In closing arguments last week. Bellows drew
laughs when he pointed out Villasor put in more hours testifying
in the case than she did earning
about $80,000.
United Way money bought a
luxury apartment in New York
City Aramony had told United
Way officers was a business office, but for which only he and
Villasor had keys, according to
testimony.
Witnesses said the pair often
met in New York, where Aramony had standing orders for a
limousine driver to greet Villasor
at the airport with 18 yellow
roses.
The charity also paid for tickets to Broadway musicals and
dinners at New York's Tavern on
the Green, according to testi-

Continued from page one.

Officials plan history's largest nuclear scouring
Some nuclear sites and radioactive material
aren't even included In the cost figure. Cleanup of
soil and ground water at the government's nuclear
bomb test site, for example, is not part of the plan
because there's no technology available to do the
job within reasonable cost, officials said.
And the figures do not account for the government's future management of some 50 tons of plutonlum still needed as part of the Defense Department's active nuclear stockpile. Eventually
some of that will likely be declared excess and
come under the cleanup program.
The cost estimates are substantially higher than
the Energy Department's proposed budget for
cleanup and environmental restoration, which has
been around $6 billion a year. Over the next five
years, the cleanup estimate exceeds the department's planned spending for cleanup by $7 billion.
And Congress has Indicated it wants to cut, not increase, spending on the program.
There was no explanation of how the shortfall
would be overcome.
The department said 70 percent of the cleanup
money would be spent at five sites: the Han ford
reservation in Washington state, the Savannah
River facility In South Carolina, the Rocky Flats
plant in Colorado, the Oak Ridge reservation in
Tennessee and the Idaho National Laboratory.
The most costly cleanup tasks are expected at
the Hanford reservation and the Savannah River
complex, which together account for 42 percent of
the expected cleanup spending.

H. Josef Hebert
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON -- The cleanup of radioactive
waste left over from decades of nuclear weapons
production will take longer than the Cold War itself and cost between $230 billion and $350 billion,
the government estimated Monday.
The largest environmental cleanup ever undertaken still is expected to leave hundreds of acres
contaminated with buried debris and cordoned off
from the public. Many of the other areas would be
suitable only for limited uses.
The staggering cost estimate announced Monday
by the Energy Department envisions a middleof-the-road approach to cleaning up the legacy
from nuclear research, production and testing during the decades of the Cold War.
"The future use of the land and facilities will
largely determine if the cost is higher or lower,"
said Thomas Grumbly, assistant secretary for environmental management. He said in many cases it
is not technically possible to return all parts of a
facility to pristine conditions.
The Energy Department review, which was sent
to Congress, estimates it will cost $230 billion to
decontaminate more than 80 facilities in 30 states
with most of the money spent over the next 40
years.
But that scenario envisions productivity gains of
20 percent over the next five years among waste
cleanup contractors. Such improvements in efficiency are considered by many to be optimistic.
Grumbly said if such improvements are not a
chieved, the costs would soar to $350 billion over
the life of the cleanup effort.
Most of the cleanup costs would occur over the
next 40 years, but work at many of the sites would
continue until 2070. Even then, some major facilities would have permanently buried and "capped"
contaminated waste and debris.

Hanford has posed a particularly perplexing
cleanup challenge. The plan envisions, among
other tasks, dismantling nine mothballed reactors,
once used to make plutonium, and burying the
reactor cores; entombing a massive concrete plutonium processing plant; and draining more than
170 underground waste tanks and then capping
them.

Criminologist testifies
Linda Deutsch
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - OJ. Simpson's double-murder trial entered its scientific phase Monday
with an expert witness trying to
answer a key question for jurors
- whose blood was found at
Simpson's estate and how did it
get there?
With the defense planning a
fierce attack on how police collected evidence, criminalist
Dennis Fung spent almost two
hours explaining his credentials,
showing pictures of blood collection and supporting the qualifications of a rookie technician who
swabbed up most of the blood at
the crime scene and Simpson's
estate.
Fung said he has investigated
more than 500 crime scenes and
has testified about 20 times. He
said co-worker Andrea Mazzola
was under his supervision June
13 when they gathered evidence
in the slashing deaths of Nicole
Brown Simpson and Ronald
Goldman.
Under questioning by Deputy
District Attorney Hank Goldberg, Fung said the decision of
how much blood and which samples to collect is crucial.
"With blood evidence, I will try
to collect a representative
sample," he said. If too little is
collected, he said, it won't be representative, and "if everything is

collected there won't be enough
room to store it all."
Fung said the spots of blood
that are placed on gauze swabs
also must be of a quality "not
likely to be contaminated or degraded."
Using charts, diagrams and
photographs, the somber criminalist gave jurors the basics of
blood collection in a quick forensics lesson. The panelists
listened closely, and many took
notes.
Simpson and spectators,
however, stifled yawns as Fung
went into meticulous detail about
his job qualifications.
"A criminalist Is someone who
employs principles of natural
and physical sciences to docu-

ment, present and analyze evidence found at the scene of a
crime," he solemnly told the
jury. "He later testifies in a court
of law."
A full court day was scheduled,
but quitting time was not in question. When Superior Court Judge
Lance Ito started to schedule a
hearing at 4:30 p.m., defense attorney Johnnie Cochran Jr.
raised a sporting objection.
"[That] may be a little tough,
your honor, for obvious reasons,"
Cochran said.
"I forgot," Ito said. "And we
need to be somewhere at 5:40."
That was Pacific Coast tipoff

APPh«.
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William Aramony, the former president of the United Way of Amer- Villasor's younger sister,
lea, arrives at the Federal Courthouse In Alexandria, Va., In this LuAnn. told of a first-class trip to
March 6 photo, for the (tart of his trial on fraud charges. Aramony was New York aai L** Vegas - her
convicted Monday of looting the nation's biggest and best-known char- high school graduation gift from
Ity.
her older sister and Aramony.

Fast Free
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See SIMPSON, page ten.

Forest Creason Golf Course
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BGSU Faculty & Staff
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Charge your
pass to your
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Call 372-2674

"BEAT
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Between 5 - 7 PM

Applications for

•
•
•
•
•
»

fall 1995 BG News editor
Summer BG News editor
1995-96 Gavel editor
1995-96 KEY yearbook
1995-96 Miscellany editor
1995-96 Obsidian editor

are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 204 West Hall.

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Thursday, April 13.

Every Tuesday for the
rest of f he semester!

The Time You Call is the Price You
Pay For a Large One Item Pizza!!
For example: If you coll ot 5:p5 pm
you poy $5.05, or if you coll 6? 15 pm
you poy $6.15.
\
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SIMPSON

One of the Guys

Continued from page nine.
time for Monday night's college
basketball championship game
between the University of Arkansas and UCLA, whose alumni
include prosecutors Marcla
Clark and William Hodgman, defense attorneys Cochran, Robert
Shapiro and Shawn Chapman and Judge Ito.
As Fung testified, the qualifications of another expert came
under attack in a defense motion.
Defense lawyers are seeking
permission for a rigorous crossexamination of Dr. Irwin Golden
about an alleged incident last
July 21 in which he displayed a
gun at the coroner's office and
suggested "we ought to go out
and kill nine or 10 of those attorneys."
The alleged incident occurred
13 days after Golden underwent
a battering cross-examination in
the Simpson preliminary hearing. The defense papers said
Golden Is a gun enthusiast who
owns 22 firearms and once admitted to bringing an unloaded
gun to work.
The defense motion was In apparent response to a prosecution
motion seeking to limit cross-

examination of Golden. That motion has not been made public,
but the defense called it "a
transparent effort to turn a serious lapse of professional judgment and potentially dangerous
threat to the safety of others into
a sick joke"
"There is simply nothing funny
about a threat to kill nine or 10
attorneys," the court papers said.
The documents included references to the July 1,1993, shooting
at a San Francisco law firm in
which nine people were killed,
including the gunman, and six
wounded.
According to the defense
papers, the prosecution motion
includes a jesting reference to

the movie Jurassic Park and the
enthusiastic reaction of audiences to a scene where a dinosaur chews up a lawyer.
The defense also seeks to question Golden on alleged errors in
two unrelated autopsies. In one,
he reportedly mlsidentifled entry and exit wounds from a gunshot; in the other, he allegedly
mischaracterlzed a contact
wound. These mistakes were said
to have been corrected by additions to the autopsy reports.
Under defense questioning at
Simpson's preliminary hearing
last summer, Golden said two
knives could have been used in
the murders.

Trial

CONGRESS
Continued from page one.
cuts, contingent upon passage of
spending cuts that would lead to
a balanced budget by 2002.
Armey and House Speaker
Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., were
likely to reject a drive by other
Republicans to limit the full tax
credit to those earning $95,000 a
year, several GOP lawmakers
and aides said.
While Republicans pushed to
complete work on their campaign
manifesto. Gore went on the attack as the leading edge of a coordinated, week-long Democratic
assault on the GOP program.

AP Photo/Douf MUU

Preildcnl Cuntou. hugs Arkansas Slat* University basketball player Arthur Agee before boarding
Marine One to return to Little Rock after a visit to the school In Joncsboro, Ark., on Monday. Agee, a
senior at the school, was one of the stars of the movie Hoop Dreams.

BESEBVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

"Like the discredited trickledown economics that nearly
bankrupted our nation in the
1980s, this 100-day juggernaut is
also a mistake," the vice president told a National Press Club
audience.
He said the GOP had made
"losers" of middle-income families who "are being asked to pay
for another round of Republican
tax cuts for the wealthy" through
reductions in student loans and
the school lunch program. The
winners, he said, are the "very
wealthy" who. Gore said, are in
line for tax breaks.
Among other developments as
lawmakers looked ahead to a
lengthy break at the end of the

week:
the House has endorsed sweep•The Senate sent President ing changes in the areas of welClinton legislation restoring a 25 fare, the civil justice system and
percent tax deduction for the crime. Lawmakers rejected a
self-employed for health insur- constitutional amendment to imance costs. The measure stirred pose term limits on lawmakers
controversy because it would but overwhelmingly supported a
repeal a program offering tax
breaks to facilitate the purchase balanced-budget amendment.
of broadcast properties by miThat measure failed in the
nority investors.
Senate, where most of the other
House-passed bills are awaiting
•The House passed by voice action.
vote and sent to the Senate legisOn the tax bill - as on many
lation establishing a financial others - Gingrich and his leaderoversight board with broad ship lieutenants worked to molpowers to restore the District of lify critics within the Republican
Columbia's economic health. The ranks.
city, facing crippling budget deficits. Is expected to enter a
With Democrats accusing the
period of cuts in municipal payr- GOP of giving tax breaks to the
olls and services. The board rich, more than 100 Republicans
would have veto authority over led by first-termer Greg Ganake
spending and borrowing de- of Iowa and veteran Pat Roberts
cisions made by the mayor and of Kansas initially demanded
City Council.
that the per-child family tax
credit be scaled back to families
•Budget-writers in both earning $95,000 or less. The
houses labored over blueprints leadership resisted, contending
designed to eliminate the deficit that Democrats would call the
by 2002. Senate Budget Commit- tax bill unfair no matter what the
tee Chairman Pete V. Domenici, GOP does.
R-N.M., circulated a draft omitA second group of Republiting tax cuts, a decision subject
to review by the Senate's cans, led by Reps. Mike Castle of
56-member Republican caucus. Delaware, Fred Upton of MichiThe House Budget Committee gan and Bill Martini of New Jerhopes to hold a hearing this sey - proposed making tax cuts
contingent on achieving deficit
month on its proposal.
reduction targets for the next
Whatever the tax vote's out- seven years, or until the deficit
come, there was little doubt the was eliminated. The leadership
Republican-controlled Congress offered late last week to make
was nearing the end of a remark- Implementation of the tax breaks
contingent on passage this year
able 100-day period.
of legislation designed to balance
Since it convened in January, the budget.

GET WHAT YOU WANT
SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college and
beyond.

ARMY ROTC
TE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOU CAN TAKE.

For details, visit Rm. 151, Memorial Hall or call
372-2476

R.E. MANAGEMENT
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

great
skills...
Kaplan help* you focus
your test prep studies and
your confidence, so you can
gst a higher score.

1-800-KAPTEST
*«t a h Igher scor*

KAPLAN

/Lftollerblade

THESE WILL REALLY STOP YOU.
With its revolutionary new ABT"* braking system, these new Bravobladeskates wont just stop you in our store They'll stop you on all eight wheels.
Easier and with more stability than any brake out there. Add to that
a simple closure system and vents to keep you cool, and you've got
a great skate at a price that should have you shouting "bravol*

Don't just sit
there! Stop in
today for a complete
apartment listing.

RE Management
• 841 Eighth St.
• 733 Manville
• 755Manville
• 777 Manville

• 640 Eighth St.
• 317 N. Main St.
• Campus Manor
(505 Clough)

Bravoblade skates are priced to stop you at

248 S. Main (Near Post Office)

Gall Now!

352-9302
J

• 313 N. Main St.
• 615 Second St.
• Rockledge Manor
(840 & 850 Sixth St.)

113 Railroad St.
Open Mon thru Fri
8:00am-5:00pm
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Baseball
in first with
perfect record

Track
hosts
Toledo

.

i

Scott Seitz
The BG News

John Boyle
The BC News
The Bowling Green baseball
team opened the Mid-American
Conference season in style last
weekend with a four-game series
sweep of Miami at McKie Field in
Oxford, Ohio.
In the process the Falcons, 10-6
overall and 4-0 MAC, stretched
their winning streak to eight
games.
"We're delighted," assistant
coach Mark Nell said. "When you
go on the road ... anywhere... the
goal is to try and at least split.
But we went down there and won
all four, and it's quite obvious
that's a plus to start the conference."
BG broke open a scoreless
game with four runs in the top of
the third in Sunday's nightcap to
earn a 7-1 victory.
With one out catcher Don
Schone and outfielders Tony Gill
and Bill Burgei reached on consecutive singles to give the Falcons a 1-0 lead. After first baseman Andy Tracy reached on an
error, third baseman Mike
Combs singled home two more
runs.
Combs led the Falcons with two
hits and three RBI. Gill was 2-4
and Burgei was 3-4, scoring two
runs and adding two RBI.
Sophomore right-hander Joe
Cotton started and two-hit the
Redskins through five innings to
earn his first win of the season.
In the opener BG once again
broke open a close game in the
third inning. With the ■core tied
3-3, BG erupted for eight runs on
six hits to put the game out of
reach. Travis Rasor plated two
runs with a single, and Brian
Cannon cleared the bases with a

bases-loaded triple.
Junior Bob Reicbow scattered
six hits while allowing only two
earned runs in five Innings to
pick up the win for BG.
In the four-game set, BG outscored the Redskins 40-16.
"I don't know what all the totals were; all I know is that we hit
the tar out of the ball," Nell said.
"The boys were very aggressive
with the bat and for the most part
executed the little things well."
The story was much the same
for Miami in Saturday's
doubleheaders.
Senior right-hander Chris
Boggs (2-0) went the distance for
the Falcons in game one, allowing
three earned runs and lowering
his earned-run average to 1.56 In
the 10-5 victory.
BG's bats supported Boggs
with 13 hits, including Tracy's
two-home run, four-RBI performance. Combs chipped In with
three hits and a couple of RBI.
They continued that support in
the nightcap, spotting starter Jason Tipple a 4-0 lead in the top
half of the fifth inning. Although
Tipple only needed four runs in
the 8-3 win, BG outfielder Eddie
Standlfer supplied more with a
three-run home run in the top of
the sixth. Combs added a solo
shot in the seventh.
Tipple (2-1) notched his first
complete game of the season, allowing only six hits and two
earned runs, while striking out
six Redskin batters.
With the victories BG is tied
atop the MAC standings with this
weekend's foe, Akron. Kent, the
league's defending champion, is
a half-game back at 34).
"The thing about baseball you don't have a lot of time to
enjoy you're victories," Nell said.

The women's and men's track
teams will be back in action today when they host Toledo at
Whittaker Track at 2:30 pjn.
Over the weekend both the
women's and men's teams captured titles at the Northwest Ohio
Track and Field Classic held In
Bowling Green.
The women scored 204.5 points
to defeat second place Saginaw
Valley, who totaled 97.5 points.
The men compiled 235.5 points to
easily out-distance runner-up
Find lay, who had 115.5 points.
Senior Julie Shade earned running event MVP for the meet. She
was a part of the 400m relay
team, which took first in a time
of 47.29. She also placed second
In the 100m (12.42 seconds) and
third in the 200m (25.4).
Other women winning for BG:
Clarice Gregory in the 200m;
senior Jane Moeller in the 100m
hurdles; sophomore Michelle
Mueller in the 800m; freshman
Andrea Lindsley in the 400m
hurdles; sophomore Nikki Sturzinger in the discus; and senior
Ruth Ristvey in the Javelin with a
toss of 156-4, which Improves her
NCAA provisional qualifying
mark.

APfaaM

UCLA's Toby Bailey (12) looks to pass around the defense of Arkansas' Elmer Martin (40) and Corey
Beck (14) In the first half of Monday's national championship game. Bailey and the rest of the Bruins
won the game, and the title.

Placing first for the BG men:
freshman Terry Rivers. in the
400m; senior Tim Arndt in the
800m and 1500m; sophomore Rob
Bowman in the 5,000m; sophomore Dave Exner in the 10,000m;
Junior Marty Rosclszewskl in the
110m hurdles-, senior Eric Gingras in the Javelin; and Junior
Mike Freeman in the hammer
throw.
"The rivalry between BG and
Toledo is Just as strong in track,"
men's coach Sid Sink said.

Women's tennis falls to MU Freshman only
Mark Leonard DeChant
The BC News
To beat a champion tennis
team, a healthy mix of concentration and motivation is necessary.
The Falcon women's team
couldn't find that mix in a 7-2 loss
to Miami of Ohio Saturday. The
contest was Bowling Green's
Mid-American Conference
opener, and drops the squad's
dual record to 10-6 overall.
• Miami has owned the league
recently, capturing the regularseason title each of the past three
seasons. They finished a tough

non-conference schedule at 5-9,
but are favorites to four-peat, according to BG coach Penny Dean.
Dean said she noticed nothing
peculiar during her team's preparation.
'We didn't get Intimidated, we
walked in there with confidence," Dean said. "But we didn't
battle tough enough for every
single point."
Three of BG's top four singles
players were beaten in straight
sets, with the lone exception at
the No. 3 spot.
No. 3 Patty Bank stopped Miami's Margit Berrios 6-2, 7-6 (4) in

an exciting tiebreaker that cut
Miami's lead at that time to 2-1.
Although the Falcons failed to
rally behind Banks's play, Dean
was nonetheless pleased with the
junior from Glenview, 111.
"She's played well this year,
but she's had trouble maintaining
her game plan," Dean said. "In
this match, she stayed with her
plan the whole time.
"The great thing Is she's starting to win her tiebreakers. She's
been involved In a lot of them
this year, but she's lost a lot of
them. It was a great win."
Miami got double wins from

Kelly Squires, Amanda Shinall,
Kara Spence and Courtney Rollauer. Squires and Shinall made
up the top doubles team, which
downed Falcons Cindy Mikolajewski and Bank 6-7 (1) to
clinch the Redskin victory.
Squires also won No. 1 singles,
while Shinall picked up the victory at No. 2 singles.
"Miami has always played us
tough, and they're obviously
playing well right now," Dean
said. "I think it's good that we got
this match out of our way. Now
we can concentrate on our upcoming matches."

Parade kicks off season
Joe Kay

The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - The only
thing mi—infl was baseball.
Spectators in baseball caps
waved from the sidewalks, hot
dogs sizzled on curbside grills,
and inarching bands hightjtepped through sun-splashed
downtown streets Monday as
the city celebrated opening
day.
So what If there was no Cincinnati Reds' game to follow?
"This is the happiest day I've
had In five days," said Reds
owner Marge Schott, who
sounded a fire truck horn to
start the festivities.
Schott and the other baseball
owners decided over the weekend to scrap their replacement
teams and resume the season
in three weeks with major
leaguers. The Reds'scheduled
opener Monday against Chicago was canceled.
Organizers of the 76th annual pre-game parade decided
It waa too late to call It off.
Some of the bands and horsedrawn wagons come from
other states and bed already
arrived.

applaud baseball. There were
several derogatory signs - one
read, "Players Rich, Owners
Rich, Fans Poor" - and few
kind words for either side.
"I don't know what to think
of it," said Larry Miles, 57, who
brought his 10-year-old grandson to see the parade. "Greed, I
guess, when you get right down
to it. That one word would
cover It They've taken America's pastime and tried to milk
everybody.
"I think they're going to be
lucky to come out of it unscathed. People are not going to
forget, I think."
John Compston, 66, watched
the parade assemble In front of
a senior citizens' center that
was selling hot dogs and soft
drinks for 50 cents apiece.
"It gives me a bad taste,"
Compston said of the labor
problems. "I don't believe
anyone is worth $5 million a
year to play a game. And they
(the owners) are just as bad as
the players."
A Cincinnati Reds fan holds a sign that displays his feelings toward Asked if he was aware that
baseball union leader Donald Fear. The Reds held opening day cere- there would be no opening-day
game, he said, "They said it
monies yesterday, even thought there was no game.
was going to be cancelled."
Besides, opening day In Cincinnati - the home of the first
professional h»—>«ii team —
c always Is more about pomp
than first pitches.
"It's a rite of spring. Ifs a
holiday," said parade organizer
Jeff Gibbs, who said about 80
percent of the entries showed
up.

Schott agreed, saying the
parade is more important than
the first game anyway.
"As far as I'm concerned,
this is what opening day is all
about," Schott said. "To me,
this la the most Important thing
of opening day."
Spectators made it clear they
came to see a parade, not to

bright spot
for men's tennis
Jeremy Yohe
The BC News

Despite the continuing excellent play of freshman Milan Ptak,
the men's tennis team dropped
their opening league match, falling to Miami 6-1 on Saturday.
But on Sunday the tennis team
took out its frustrations on Kalamazoo College and handed
them a 6-1 defeat.
"The guys were really disappointed after losing to Miami,"
head coach Dave Morin said. "We
needed to get a win against a
quality team, and we played very
well against a very good team."
Kalamazoo won the Division
III championship in 1992 and
1993.
Winning both of his matches
this weekend and garnering the
only victory versus the Redskins,
Ptak upped his first-year mark to
24-5. Against Miami, Ptak outlasted Dave Abelaon in three
sets, 4-6,6-2,6-1.

Abelson was the 27th-ranked
player In BG's region, which Includes over 40 schools and all of
the Big Ten.

sets to Miami was Joel Terman at
No. S singles, who feU 3-6, 64,
2-6. The Redskins also swept all
three matches In doubles action.
No. 1 man Andrew Bonser lost
his rematch with Miami's Chris
Ritchie, 1-6, 1-6. Bonser is now
0-2 against Ritchie and will probably get one more crack at him In
the MAC championships.
Bonser turned his fortunes
around against Kalamazoo winning his match, 7-6 (7-4), 7-6 (9-7).
Both sets were forced Into tiebreakers that Bonser won.
Saturday Toledo and BG will
spark up their old rivalry, and on
Sunday Akron will invade Keefe

"I think we should
have won a couple
more of the matches.
We can't expect the
other team to make
errors; we need to
face the issue and
take command of the
matches."

As for the toss to Miami, the
final score is slightly deceptive
to the Falcons' overall performDave Morin
ance in the match The third
men's
head
tennis coach
through six singles matches all
went three sets, and all could
have gone BG's way.
courts. Matches for Saturday
"I think we should have won a •tart A 2JO p.m., and Sunday's
couple more of the matches-we matches are slated to begin at 1
need to capitalize on our oppor- pjn.
tunities," Morin said. "We cant
'We have a realistic chance of
expect the other team to make going on a five- game winning
errors; we need to face the issue streak, and we should be the
and take command of the match- favorite In these matches,"
Morinadded.
es."
Working his way back from a
muscle strain, Dave Anderton
The Falcons' record now
lost In the fourth singles match, stands at 7-9 overall and 0-1 In
1-6, 7-5, 3-6. Also losing in three theMAC

I
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Five 'real' Indians arrive at Seles stabber
camp for Spring Training II remains free
after ruling
The Associated Press

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - Five
members of the Cleveland Indians took to the field Monday
for the first time this year as the
team prepared for Its second
spring training camp.
"It was nice to see a lot of smiling faces," said team spokesman,
BobDiBlasio.
DiBiaslo said pitchers Charles
Nagy, Jose Mesa and Julian Tavarez and outfielder Manny Ramirez arrived at camp Monday
on a charter flight from Cleveland with general manager John
Hart, manager Mike Hargrove,
the coaching staff and other
front-office personnel.
Pitcher Jason Grimsley
already was at camp when they
arrived.

He said the players spent part
of the afternoon playing catch,
"Everyone seems real enthusiastic and ready to play,"
DiBlaslc said.
He said the team and management have always had a good relationship in the past, and he
doesnt expect any problems as
the season gets underway.
Neither management nor the
players know quite what the fans'
reaction will be.
Nagy said Monday that he expected fans to be upset about the
strike's effect on baseball.
"Fans are going to react the
way they're going to react," he
said. "There's just nothing we
can do about it."
Nagy said he expected fans
may take their wrath out on the
players at first, but he hoped that

wouldn't last
"Hopefully they'll come back,
and as the season goes on, they'll
get stronger and stronger," he
said.
Mesa also was hopeful that
baseball would recover from the
strike.
"All we can do Is work hard
and try to win as many games as
we can so the fans will come back
and see us," be said.
Ticket sales were going strong
Monday, according to team
spokeswoman Sue Gharrity.
"There were about 20 people In
line before ticket windows
opened today," she said. "And
there were lines about four or
five deep at all of the windows
throughout the day.
Gharrity said about 13,000 individual game tickets had been

sold by early afternoon.
The regular season is scheduled to begin April 26. The Indians will play Seattle that night
in the Klngdome at 10:35 p.m.
The home opener had tentatively
been scheduled for May 5 against
Minnesota, but in order to meet
the American League's plan for a
balanced schedule of 72 home
and 72 road games, that date may
be changed, DiBiasio said.

Under the original schedule,
the Indians would have opened
the season Monday In Oakland,
Their home opener would have
been April 11 against the A's.
The strike cut 19 games from
the Indians' schedule, including a
12-game homestand April 11-24.
The exhibition season is
scheduled to start April 13.

AA Indians take on paper
The Associated Press

cle about the franchise appears
anywhere in your paper, your
credentials will be revoked and
you will be asked to purchase a
ticket and cover the games
from outside the press box,"
Indians general manager Jeff
Auman said in a letter to The
Repository's sports editor. Bob
Stewart

CANTON, Ohio - The Repository has returned its press
credentials for the 1995 Canton-Akron Indians season after
being told the passes were contingent on the types of stories
it would run, the newspaper
said Monday.
The credentials give reporters access to the press box and
Stewart said he told the Class
other areas that allow them to AA Eastern League affiliate of
cover the games.
the Cleveland Indians that the
"At the point a negative arti- conditions were unacceptable

"We dont base our coverage
on whether or not the boss
likes it," he said.
The newspaper said it was
prepared to pay admission at
Thurman Munson Memorial
Stadium and cover the games
from the stands if the club does
not change its position.
The newspaper said team
owner Mike Agganis apparently was concerned about recent
stories on the team. One was a
November article about cor-

porate sponsors that were considering the cancellation of
their advertising with the club
because of Agganis' decision to
move the team to Akron for the
1997 season.
Team officials could not be
reached for comment Monday.
A message seeking comment
was left at the team's office
Monday night
There was no home telephone listing for either Agganis or Auman.

Roy Kammirar
The Associated Press
HAMBURG, Germany - The
man convicted of stabbing tennis
star Monica Seles remained free
today on a two-year suspended
prison sentence after a judge rejected an appeal by prosecutors
and the injured athlete's attorney
to put the attacker in prison.
Judge Gertraut Goering
upheld the sentence given in
October 1993 to
Guenter Parche of Germany after he
knifed Seles in
the back during
a tournament,
so that his idol,
Seles
Steffi Graf, could again become
No. 1 in the world.
Seles, 21, has not played
professional tennis since then.
She and prosecutors had appealed Parche's conviction on a
charge of grievous bodily injury,
asking for a conviction of attempted manslaughter and a
prison term Instead of a suspended sentence.
The judge said testimony from
Seles would have been needed to
convict Parche on a more serious
charge.
"We assume that Parche's act
is the reason that Seles is not able
to play tennis anymore, but this
cant be said with certainty because Miss Seles was not willing
to testify in court," the judge
said.
Seles wrote a letter to the
court, saying Parche's attack had
"destroyed my life."
The judge accepted testimony
by police officers and psychiatrists who said that, aside from his

f-

fixation on Graf and Seles, Parche was harmless.
"The evaluations were both
positive," Goering said. "Both
experts expect that he will never
be moved to do something like
that again.
"We cant rule out that he
meant to do more than he did to
Miss Seles, but we also can't
prove this."
Goering said Parche's confession and his written letter of apology to Seles counted to his credit.
Prosecutor Rolf Rosenkranz
had acknowledged in his closing
arguments, "from the previous
life of the accused, there is nothing to show that he was aggressive."
Rosenkranz said the 40-yearold Parche should be Imprisoned
because he had carefully planned
the attack, because It was carried
out in public, and was in part
based on political prejudices.
Parche had spoken of his dislike of Serbs. Seles, an ethnic
Hungarian, was born in the Serbian area of Yugoslavia. She Is
now an American citizen.
On April 30,1993, Parche stabbed Seles, then 19, in the back
while she was sitting on a bench
during a break in her match at a
tournament at Hamburg's Rothenbaum stadium.
Seles' psychologist, Jerry Russel May, of Reno, Nev., testified
that she was suffering posttraumatic stress disorder. She
has trouble doing normal, public
daily tasks, such as going to the
grocery store, May testified.
Homicide detective Rolf Bauer
testified at the appeal hearing
that Parche had given a credible
explanation that he didn't want to
malm Seles for life, only put her
out of action.
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Because stuff* happens.
*Hey this is corporate America. "We have to keep it clean.
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Earn While
You Learn
SUMMER JOBS
Cedar Point has 3,500 summer jobs
available for 1995 to help you
gain valuable work experience
and build your resume.
Housing available for those 18 & older.
Earn up to $5.30 an hoar.
Interviews will be held at:

VISA
1PLUS

Bowling Green State University
University Union
Communuity Suite - Campus Room

It's every^A**^a
-you "waltt to be.

Tuesday, April 11,1995
10:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m.

* No appointment necessary. For more
information, coil (419) 627-2245. EOE
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Tigers invite Sparky to coach*
HirryAttlni
The Associated Press

LAKELAND, Fla.-He knew he
was taking a big chance walking
out on his $1 million contract. Yet
It was a risk Sparky Anderson
would take again.
Anderson, placed on an unpaid
leave of absence Feb. 16 after refusing to manage replacement
players, was given his old Job
back Monday.
"I was very concerned,'' Anderson said by telephone from
his home in Thousand Oaks, Calif. "Anyone who has a contract
to fulfill, you want to do that But,
under no condition would I do
that the way that thing was done.
"But I never whined or cried
about losing the money."
Detroit sent Tom Runnells,
who managed the team during

7 would do it 1,000 times
over' says Detroit legend
spring training, back to Triple-A
Toledo. Anderson is scheduled to
arrive in Lakeland late Tuesday.
"I would do it 1,000 times
over," Anderson said. "I have no
regrets. Now, you ask me if I had
some doubt, I'd have to say
•yes.'"
Unlike Toronto, which allowed
Clto Gaston to work only with
minor leaguers, the Tigers wanted Anderson to manage replacements. When Anderson stuck to
his principles. Tigers president
John McHale Jr. sent him home.
"But I knew I had a contract,"
Anderson said. "I didn't want to

leave, or be paid for something I
didn't do. I had a decision to
make and I made it"

like him."
There were some hard feeling
when Anderson walked out. Club
owner Mike Ilitch, one of the
hard-liners during the strike, was
reportedly very angry.

'.

"Yes. That's fair to say,"
McHale said by telephone from
Detroit. "There was a real sense
of disappointment. But that resolved itself. I also have to say,
disappointed as he was, and perhaps as angry as he ever was,
(Ilitch) never once waivered that
it was going to be my call."

Anderson's telephone rang incessantly after owners announced Sunday they were accepting the players' offer to return. Reporters throughout the
country wanted his reaction It
prevented McHale from getting
Despite Anderson's return, it
through.
"Poor John, he kept getting a seems apparent that Runnells
busy signal," Anderson said. "I will take over as manager In
was getting nervous, too. I start- 1996.
ed wishing the other calls would
"There also was an emotional
stop. But, when John finally got factor in my decision," McHale
through, we had a great talk. I said. "It has to do with how I see
this organization and its place In
this city. This wasn't the right
way for Sparky to leave Detroit.
This was not the way for him to
cease being a Tiger."
of last season not to return.
The team finished 63-79 for
That means Sparky's days with
fifth place in the league's
the Tigers are now numbered.
Western Division last year.
But that's fine. He can live with
Runnells managed the Tigers
that. Plus, this is the final year of
his contract.
Double-A Trenton Thunder last
year. He was the manager of
the Montreal Expos in 1991 and
"I can look in the mirror now,"
1992.
he said. "I can see that face and
Tigers general manager Joe
there is not one bit of disKlein said the Mud Hens were
appointment. And as years go by,
getting "a major league manI'll feel better and better about
ager.
it."
"Difficult situations often allow people to step up to the
front and what Tommy, along
with the staff, did in spring
training was above and
beyond." Klein said.

Runnells back with Hens
The Associated Press

AP Kioto

Tom Runnells, right, scans the field during a Detroit Tigers practice
last week. Runnells was the interim manager of the Tigers, but will
spend the rest of the season managing the Toledo Mud Hens.

Softball ready
for MAC season
Pat Murphy
The BG News

April Fool's Day was quite a
Joke to the BG women's Softball
team.
BG opened play Saturday in
the Buckeye Spring Invitational
in Columbus with wins over
Loyola (111.) and Robert Morris,
along with a 5-3 loss to Ohio
State.
The subsequent trick was
played Sunday when the Falcons
lost both of their games to the
same two opponents they had
beaten the previous day.
"Day one we did extremely
well," BG head coach Rachel Miller-Reif said. "Day two we didn't
show up to play."
BG stands at 7-14 heading into
the Mid-American Conference
opener Tuesday at home against
Akron.
Amy Patterson drove in two
runs and homered against Loyola
to lead the Falcons to a 4-2 victory. With the score tied at one in

the fourth inning, Patterson took
a pitch over the fence for her
first career home run.
"It was surprising. My teammates were saying they couldn't
believe it because I am a smaller
player," Patterson said. "I
thought it was just going to be a
fly out, so I started to hustle
around the bases. When I saw it
go out, I was shocked."
"She got an up pitch and ripped
it,"Miller-Reifsaid.
Senior hurler Lisa Mountjoy allowed just six hits for her fifth
win of the year. Against Robert
Morris BG used a four-run fifth
inning on five consecutive hits to
spark the 4-2 win.
The fifth inning is the only inning the Falcons have outscored
their opponents this year, 17-12.
Mountjoy and Melissa Phillips
both pitched three Innings, with
Mountjoy earning her second
straight victory.
The BG tumble started with
the loss to the Buckeyes. In the
following game against Loyola,

LOOKING FOR PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
IN AN ENVIRONMENTALLY RELATED
FIELD?

BGSU Recycling needs
volunteers for can
processing night:
Tuesdays 5:00-6:30
Call 372-8909 for more information

f£
V*

MAJOR IN CAREER
SUCCESS THROUGH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

Whether you're majoring
in a highly specialized area or
seeking
^^
seeki a broader liberal arts education, you can build a higher level of total
career potential: Join Air Force ROTC.
That one step distinguishes you above all others
in your field. It shows that you're serious about cultivating great long-term opportunities. It gives you
the chance to develop leadership skills that will serve
throughout your life. Call Capt. Andy Nagtey 372-2176

TOLEDO
- Tom
Runnells will manage the Mud
Hens now that Sparky Anderson is back in charge of the Detroit Tigers.
Anderson was suspended
Feb. 17 when he refused to deal
with replacement players.
Runnells was manager of the
International League's Mud
Hens, the Tigers top minor
league team, when he stepped
in as interim manager for Detroit.
The Tigers announced Monday that Anderson will return
to manage the team, reporting

Tuesday to Lakeland, Fla, as
major leaguers return for their
first workouts of the year. The
players had been on strike
since August.
Runnells, 39, was hired for
the Triple-A Mud Hens at the
end of last season but because
of the major league baseball
strike has not yet managed the
team.
"I'm really looking forward
to an exciting year," Runnells
said Monday. "We're hoping to
acquire some free agents to
make the ballclub competitive."
Runnells took over for Larry
Parrish, who decided at the end

the Falcons committed five errors, allowing the Ramblers to
score two unearned runs en route
to the 6-2 win. BG has given up 90
runs, 42 unearned.
"We were kind of Inconsistent

during the weekend. On Saturday
we played pretty well, but on
Sunday we dldnt play as well,"
Patterson said.
Robert Morris scored in every
Inning but two in the consolation
game. They became the second
team, along with Santa Clara, to
score 10 or more runs against BG
this year in their 21 games.
"Our errors are due to a lack of
aggression. The second we letup
we get in trouble," Miller-Reif
added.
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Pam Kruez and Heather West
had five hits during the Buckeye
Invitational to lead BG. West,
who was a medical red-shirt last
year, already has a career- high
17 hits and is hitting a team-best
327. No other Falcon player is

Campus
Shuttle?!

hitting above .2S0.

Winthrop
Terrace

GET DRESSED
BEFORE YOU
HIT THE ROAD.

Apartments

Gloves help your grip. Leathers
help prevent hypothermia. And all
gear protects against flying objects.
Which is vital if you ever i
become the flying object.

352-9135

iW
w.www

■■■■■■■ y .... d

Enjoy Good Living In Piedmont and
Birchwood Place Apartments!

Preferred Properties
Management Co.
Rental Office 530 S. Maple St. Phone: 352-9378
Office hours - Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 4:30 pm
closed 12:00 -1:00

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL

Special Features:
• 880 + sq. ft. per apartmen!
• 2 bedrooms • 1 1/2 baths
■ central Gas heating with individual
apartment controls
■ available furnished or unfurnished
• L-shaped living-dining area with
balcony
• Insulated window glass
• sliding glass doors to balcony
• fast recovery Gas water heating
• twin beds In each bedroom
• bulk-In vanity In hallway
• linen closet
• resident paid utilities
• 60 two bedroom apartments

wall-to-wall carpeting
• sound conditioned Interior

• cable TV available
• kitchen comes equipped
with a Oas range,
refrigerator, food waste
disposal, stainless steel
sink
. extra large closets
• carpeted halls and Inside
entrances
. Ample off street parking
• Gas-equipped laundry area
available In each apartment
building

All reiidents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA

(Indoor hooud nrlmmkg pool, nan. Hydra - Spa Whirlpool. compUu onorciM
mmuipmont, eompUtm lockor room and thovmrfacdiliot.)

L*adarthip Excellence Starts Here

bw-3

Dally Lunch Specials
Monday

Garbage Dog, Buffalo
Chips & Drink.. $2.99

Tuesday

20* WINGS ALL DAYll!

Wednesday

Beef-on-Weck, Buffalo
Chips* Drink. .$2.99

Thursday

Chicken Breast, Buffalo
Chips & Drink .. $3.99

Friday.,

1/4 lib. Weckburger, Buffalo
Ohips & Drink $2.99
CALL 353-BWWW
176 EAST WOOSTER

ask about our other listings

I
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CAMPUS EVENTS

MEN'S CHORUS
Kmoka-A-Thonll
SOHomSMghtl
UrsonOveiThur.-Set.
KARAOKE wkhue

menu

FREE KARAOKEI
Thurs -Sst (all dey. all reghtl)
Union CM
Msn's Chorus
SO-Hour Karaoke-A-Thon 11
FREEKMAOKEI

■LIVING HIV. IN NORTHWEST OH 10'
Educate yourself by watching a lour port MriM
on B624 NM. Lry.1 ■ 5:30, repeats st
1030pm and 730am on Wood Cabla Channal
24.

SERVICES OFFERED
FTsgnent? Wa can help. Fraa and contdenM
pregnancy tost, support, and IraYjrmeson. BG
Pregnancy Cantor. Call 384-HOPE.
SKYDIVING CLASSES staring Apr. 1at- Sudani and group discounts. Vlaa and MfC ecoaptad. 10 minutes Irom BGSU campus. SKY0IWB.0.362-5200.
Wldotyping
WJeVBatJ
CaiVlcki 352-3366

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
ROCK* FOR KONEYS
Coma MB APO Hghl kidnay disaaaa
AprH 4»l In M Union Oval I
ATTENTION BGSU STUDENTS AND
ORGANIZATIONS
Tha BGSU btoodmobito will b* here Aprl
10-14. Wa daaparalaly noad your help lor voiunlaars ml donations. Please call 352-4575
or 353-511411 you can halp.
BGSU College Democrats
meeting tonight
9pm, 116 BA
Coma Allnd out about
our city council candidates

4V

•GSU Skating Club
TONIGHT
aJWPCeTy TwM
■a.maW-tp
ftsVgN • eVptiBW lGS> M •(■
D
phis
ekale rente!.
fctOp
C0r+3MTULATI0NS
Phi upaaon Omlcron Officers
President Edcs Borland
Vice President: Julie Eng'e
Secretary: Michelle Brown
Treasurer: Melanle Paluch
Pubecrty Chair: Sheri Pabian
Hkaorlan: Laura Bataeon
Iretiaton Chair: Jessica LyUowsKi
100S-1»86

Criminal Joel tee Surmt
Mroduction to Criminal Justice (CRJU 210),
and Crime Fucks (CRJU 395) srs otlered during tie *rsl six-week term (May 22 tiru June
SOL CRJU 210 (MTVVR1DO-230) Is a required
course tor all CJ Majors CRJU 305 (TR
6:OOPM-9:OOPM) Ma a CJ Motor com elective,
loth ooureee srs open to sD atuderrle.
Ouasaanti? Cat Tim Carter 372-0373.
FREE
Heed* ■ Management CUnIc
jlnnlngAprlH
Thuraday, Spm
In Student HeeiTi Center
Receives FREE headache pumal
Esatoro raw toalmsnte and aell care tips
Can 372-8302 tor totermallon
Global Gatawsy
World Student Association Presents W.S.A. on
ADS. Tah Room ol lie Student Unkxi, 9pm.

MkxxkyCweerAsscoaeonwil
b*> having an MCA meeting today.
April 4.0pm. Tan. Rm. Union 3rd fir.
Al who srs in tar es tad In attending
the Toledo Job Fair Fn.Apnl 7
should attend.
Questions?
Cornet Haste Hanson at 353-2125
OMrCRON DELTA KAPPA
There wil be a mandatory meeting Wed. Apr. 5
at 130 pm at 104 BA. We wil elect a new
PrasMsm so IIyou're interested please attend.
ts cos Stacy.
Recreeaon Msiorsll
End ol tie year Get Together. April 23rd. Mud
Han's GsmelCsllJen si 2-6613 ASAP tor deIHiilan Piugiammars Cound wa meet on
y,Aprl6,M530lnt»LIAOOmes.
TUESOAY TALKS
itcould save your IIks!
W*A WILL PRESENT A PANEL ON
ABO)
•MOW ABB EDUCATION AND P RCVENTION
It DosCUB81D m VARIOUS COUNT* B»
TUESOAY, APR. 4
T AFT ROOM UNeON
cat 2-7164 or 2-2343 tor Into
rJbyUAO
WBOU^MTHEBHARK
There wa be • naseeaay aaaff meeting Aprl 8,
HM* at 121 Wa* Ho* totfnnlM et • pm. BE

HENS CHORUS
KaraoKo-A-Thon II
50 Hours Soatgrill
Union Owl Thur Sal
KARAOKE «Ml UP
FREEH!

Want responsibility and kndarahlp?!
LCflKRKsHTHERE
Tha I tomauowing CommWoator Fall W
stilneedaa
MERCHANDISING AND SALES CHAIRPERSON
SPIRIT CHAIRPERSON,

pusucmr CHAIRPERSON, A
AOTT •AOTT •AOTT
Tha sisters of AOTT would like ID congrarutala
Ondy Biaecki on HER angagamsnt to Brack
Somanbarg. Ws arlah you tha bad ol
lucklFAOTT • AOTT * AOTT

COUNTRY DANCING
AT
UPTOWN
WEDNESDAYS
DANCE LESSONS
WITH BRIAN
BEGIN AT SPal

wommmoomuumsA-nom

I

CHAMPERSON
the next meeting is 4/3 © (pm
In the Canal Room ol the Unton
If you want to enrich your akSe.
wewamyoul
Call UAO at 2-2343 tor kilo.

Do you like to work on the Internet?
FALCON RADIO WFAL SM AMrCABLE 50
a now hiring tor the position ol
Director ol Advanced Madia.
Create World Wide Web pagaa
A leach dumb radio guys how c uaa rhem.

Drop off a resume at Falcon Radio's
General Manager's office located in
120 West Hal.
Applications due by Wad. Apr. Bth
Call 3 72*658 lor more kilo.

ENJOY A SUMMER OF ENRICHMENT A
FUNIII
'A Summer in Mexico Program'
4 weeks In Qijodasajara and 1 in Mexico City.
Bhrt. credit in era courses in Mexican Culture.
There la no substitute tor positive experience
then to travel through cultural realities ol Anctopnl mo MDOsMfs MsMOOO. *■ o* rrvo'O) i f\Sji11 av
Don call Professor Andrads 372-7110

FREE
Headache Manage.
ICtMo
Beginning April 6

Thursday, 3pm
In Student Heel ti Center
Receive a FREE headache Journal
Explore new treetinents and ssJI care tips
Call 372-002 tor Intormation

FREE FINANCIAL AW!
Over IS Billon In private sector grants A scholarships la now avtttbli. Al students are eligible regardless ol grades, income, or parent's
income. Let us help. Cat Student Financial
Services:
1 800-263*495 ext F55443.

Oasn henda on eases A marketing
experience elasopirlsdcoligi
radio etetton.
FALCON RADIO
680AUCABLE 50 is looking for s sales
director. Drop off a resume •!
Falcon Radio's General Manager's
Office located el
120 West Hsll
Deadline tor application it
Wednesday April 5th
Call 372-8658 tor mom Into.

GSSCirde:
MuWcuiuraJism in Higher Education
April 6.1 B9S
430*00
For more Into: 372-2420
Kappa Mu EpaaOn needs nominations tor tie
"Excesence In Teaching Mathematics Award."
So, nominate your (evenIs Matt prof In tie
rtoritr^hV* at 450 MSC.rCT though Aprl 6.

95-96 academic year. Don't miss outl
SeedeB»*alSudsntEmploymsnt
450 Student Servicee
250

COUNSELORS

1

BsSTRUCTORS

WANTED
• Sobleasers Needed •
For Summer •»*. Close to campua and bars.
5 bedrooms. 2 baths. Cal 352-6261.
1 or 2 rpmale Sublessors needed tor summer,
own bedroom In a 3 bedroom houao off route 6.
10 minutes aw ay from BG. $150/month plus uBlitles. 353-1211-leave message.
1 or 2 summer subleaoers tor 1 bdrm. apL.
reaaonable rent Can 353-2067.
Female houssmste needed tor Summer. Own
room In large 2 bedroom apanment in house
new campus. Rani nag. Call Marney
354-1157.
Female subleaser needed tor fall and spring
■95. 1135 a rnonti. Please contact Kasy at
372-4548.
■
LOOKINO FOR A ROOMMATE?
I am toobing to sublease
tor tie FALL semester ■SS
Please cal Elba 372-3628
Need subleaser tor summarll One BR apt. call
altar 4pm at 352-8384.
needed May-Dec. gs or
longer.
Mew and vary dean, own room.
Call 352-8423111

Ore) summer subleaser needed.
Close to campus.
CaH 372-4104 ASAP.

BUS LEASERS DESPERATELY NEEDED
KM SUMMER
Large, cheap, 2 bdrm. apt.
Call JM or Dorian at 352-3067 ASAP
Summer Subliassrs
3 big baoVoomt, 2 bathe
Close to campus and bars
Call 353-4700 or 354-3201
SUMMER SUBLEASER NEEDED. OWN
ROOM. CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN. CALL
364-2236.
Summer subleaser needed, own room. 114 N.
Enterprise. Come take a took or call Metlesa at
353-2333.
Summer Subssaaor nsadod-MVF
HOtMIONWCOsTTU
Own Room
Trid a 352-0462
Wa noad 1-2 mala or tomato raemmasii tor
summer. Low ram, doss to campua. ntoa
apsrsTierc Cat Hekt or Lorl 382-8611.

Englsh m Jepen. Taiwan, or S. Korea
No teeohlng background or Allan languages
required. For Into, call: (206) 632-1148
aaJSS44l.
Llgtahouae Cast now hiring welters, wakreeaee, A cooks. Apply si paraon, Thurt. A Fri,
Aprl 131 14; 2605 Broadway, Toledo. Cat tor
irore info. 381-1140.
Loosing tor a Job?
it Earn M
85000 to MOOS worttingonPut-ln-Bey.Caltor
tion. Tusaday and Thursday 1pm D 8pm.
800-440-8353.

ATTENTION BUSBICS1, MA RKETIWO,
AND MAN APE ME NT MAJORS:
Summer work a aasstsa sett asp at tonne to help
with rstume. Also gam three credit hours.
Mate 15.600 tils summer. Please Del

Painters and foremen needed. |6-Smr.
.
Cel College Pro Painlsrt
at 1-800448-4640.

CAMP CC4JNSELORS WANTED Trirndown
states, coed camp. Al sports, crane, leeguards, office, many others. Camp Shark),
FarnYJata NY 12734 (814)271-4141.
CherisatarBiotogiats
Chemical TadtrntogkN, Inc. ol Jackson Ml
seeks to Interview graduating seniors with degrses in Chsmistry or Biology lor positions in
technical servicee. Reaumoa to Box 241 BG.
COLLEGE GRADUATES
■EneyLavatrBtaasaeFlnence Trainee «21-24k
MarkelmgSeles|16-24k
Showroom Seles |15k.
Manager Tra«iao«1S-22k
LoenOnginator$1&k.
"Career PositionsCaartCWfQulckrlral
(4ig]243-2222»sPERIAL(419)243-2222
COUNSELORS - MTRUCTORS needed"
100 poeklonel Coed eummer camp Pocono
Mint, PA. flood aalaryropal (goB)6a»33»«.
Counselors: CAMP WAYNE, co-ed camp,
Psnnsylvanie. 8722-8/2005. Have tha most
msmorscle summsr of your llal Groat opportunity tor growth in personal, professional and
parenting skills Counselors needsd ton Tennis, Swim (W.S.I, pressrrad), Oaslissbal, Soft
bal. VoHeybol, Soccer. God, Set-Oalanss.
Gymnastics, Chesrlssdlng, Aerobics,
NstureCsmping, Ropes, Piano, Guitar, Jsw
aky. Batik, SculpUra. Drawlng/Ps.nting, Siltscreen. Other staff: Group Leaders, General,
Drwar/VWso. Many other positions. ON
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: April 21s». Can our
office at 1-800-279-3019 to make an spoomtment.
CPMSE SHIPS NOW HI RING
Earn up to 12.000 wmonth working
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies
World travel Seasonal S full-time
employment available.
No experience necessary.
For mors Informs lion
cat 1-206434-0466 ait CS6444.
Desk dark needed 4/5 days ol a week,
Sem-4pm. Must work waakandt. other days
can vary around schedule. Long term position.
Phone 352-1520, Buckeye Budget Motor Inn.
ask tor Tan between 6 and 4.
Do you Ike to work on the Internet?
FALCON RADIO WFAL 680 AM> CABLE
80
is now hiring for tile position of
Director ol Advanced Medm.
Create world wvje web pages and
leech dumb radio guys how to uss them.

Drop off s returns at Falcon Redio's
General Manager's Office located in
120 West hal.
AppAcatlona due by Wad. April IBS
Cak 173-ease ln.m». Into

FOR SALE
Strati Corona 4400 Plus Word Prooaesor
w/14 In. morstor. Word Prooaesor. Spreadsheet. Data Proossatnu. and Addrata Flies.
90,000 word dictionary, uses 3 1/2" hard lemplssa aria. Cat Ntoota Q372-1260. WOO, paid
eSOO.retwandtoaaaataniconaaonl
Ford Taurus QL '80 AC. AJvVFM. auto, vary
dependable, asking 12700 OBO. Cat
SSeVSOSa.
laattnath Cantte 610 Compuier, 8/80,
2410800 Data/ Fas Modem. 17" monllor. tons
Of software, A laser amtsr (2,000 O.B.O.. Cat
384-0214.
MACINTOSH Corrsmter.
(••leTnpisBsist •ysWsJfit ■ncluolns'j ptTlntirf onty

MM
Cast Chrss at 8vO-26«-8eaS.
Mlre-top bunny with honey-colored fur. Loves
aessrteon. Hat at shots. One yr.oid. 820 Cal
Suzanne 354-7005.

I'amiers, Summer Job.
Cleveland Area. Good stsrting pay.
216-202-0080.
Put-avSay
Spend tie summer on an island I 51 unit resort
IsM hat openings In a* posltlonsi Housing
aaslaMa. For kilo cal (419) 285-2107 or write
Parry Hotday P.O. Box 180 Put-In-Bay OH
43488.
RESORTJOBS
Earn to t12mr. 6 tips. Theme Parks, Hotofc).
Spat, pkis more. Troptoal I Mountain d»«
llrarsons.Col 1-206^32-0150 ext R55443.
Run your own buainaaa. Gain vskisele axperience while building your resume. Earn up to
HOMO, krigaton sales A installation. Vehicle
required. Call Student Sprinklers
1-800-268-7601.
Soar needed si our home tor Mo active boyts,
agaa 7 and 6.35 days par week. 730 or Sam
B 4-5 pm. Wil consider a mature, dependable
student Pay and tranaponailon negotiable.
Cat 353-2001 after 5pm.
SKI FREE NEXT WMTERIH
CRESTED BUTTE MOUNTAIN RESORT
«• be en campua to recruit tor our
STUDENT EMPLOYTiAENT PROGRAM.
•500 scholarship, 85.SOmour,
a FREE UNLeVBTED SKI PASS.
housing, .snd much moral
Variety ol positions svekeble.
For more Information pkweo
attend our mtormenona!
prasenlason at 7.00pm on
Monday. AprH 10th n
Hm. IIOBJs.Bldg
or contact our sponsor,
COOP EDUCATION PROGRAM

fttTi.iV,i
SOFTBAa SCOREKEEPERS
dry ol Bowling Green Parks and Recreation
Department seeks softbal score keepers (eiparianot pratorred) for adult leagues beginning
May 7 aid ending August 31,1906. Applleana
must be available evenings Irom 6:00 P.M. to
1100P.M. Sunday through Thursday. Rate of
pay a MJSOVgame. Apply si paraon al the
Parka A Recreation office in City Park. City ol
Bowing Green a an equal opportunity smPtoyarSudani Painters Is now looking lor hard working, motivated students to paint tea summer.
Earn »5.50-»7.50 per hour working outeide t>
least 40 hre. a week. Poantone ere avertable el
throughout Cleveland, Bowling Green. Toledo.
Lima, and Mansnekl. For more information
please call 1 -800-543-3792.
Summer employment - work on Put-In-Bay a
The Shin Shack. Stan at $5.25/hr. eriti nousIng 825n»k. Cal 1 -286-3086.
SUMMER LIFEGUARD A SWIMMING
INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS
Student Recreeaon Cantor
Applications avail, in SRC office
Apply NOW I For Into cal 2-7477.
-

Takkrneritaerig Position AwleokT'
Evening hours. Whitehouse,OH.
Sand ratumtt to: McVicker Insurance
5825 WsckeriyRd.Whilehoute. OH 43571.

Sanyo 2 caaaAtoreorrec. player w/ 2 15"
speaksrs-175. Technics 5 dtoc CD player
(used 3x)-8200. 6"x15-ttrobe llght-$20: or
827S OBO for Ml 352-2594
86 Ford Escort GL. i.gL. good cond., tow
mllaa. 82 JOOoJi .0.352-8504.
•00 red Eagle Talon. Loaded, high miles.
Mual set. 354-2324.

FOR RENT
1 and 2 BR apartments.
1 year, nine months, or summer
352-7454.
1 bedroom apanment, immediate
occupancy. Pets are allowed
Call 384-8800
1 or 2 bdrm. apts. or single room for male
Only s raw left.
Cal today. Bar 12
Carry Bentakf
12 month laassi starting May 19,1995
122 N. Enesrprise-1 Br-1 person8335 . uM
404 E. Court-2Br-2person-8450 et*I
4041/2 E. court.- E flic. -1 person- (260 • ut I
426 S. Summlt-2Br-1person-e340«jtil
Stove Smith 352-6917
2 bdrm, 9 A 12 mo. lease Inc. heat, hot water,
cooking A sewer. Con veni en a y I oca ted - close
to campus, library. A I-75. Ctough A Mercer,
Urav. VHage. 352-0164.
3 Summer Subtoaeers needed lor Fox Run
Please Cell 354-4328
601 Thtrd-1 bdrm fum-grada-l 2 mo. tan.
704 Fillh-2bdrm furn.-9.12, amr. laaaaa.
710 Seventh-2bdnn unrum-12 mo. toaaa.
362-3446-NO PETS
353-0325 * CARTY RENTALS
Summer leaaaavail.-1 or 2 bdrm apts.
8220 per month, rir conditioning,
Singls rooms-8110vmo. 1st Swk. seeskmonry
Apt. tor sublease in a duplex. 1 bdrm. Connaaut St Exoallent location. New carpet.
8320mxi. util. indud. 353-1140.
Jay Uer ■ The Hlghlsnde
1A 2 bdrm,, spacious, AC, dean, gaa haaL
For serious senior A gred. student
Starting a 8360. Cal 354-6036.
Need grad. atudont or senior to take over toaaa
in May. 3 or 12 month leaaa. Ou«t. 1 bdrm,.
graduato apt Cal Mtohasl at 353-0028.
Subleasing 1 BR spt. Unfurnished.
S390 . ele. No security deposit needed. Pets
altowed. face, quiet atmoepere. Available In
a. Pleats Cat 353-3410, leave meeaage
rtgttaday.
Two 3 bdrm. houtat. ctott to campus.
239 Manville end 836 Fifth St.
Cell 352-9302.
Waned: Summer sublessors tor a 5 BR house
on Wooster St Ctoas to campus. Rant negotiable Call 353-0125.

EARN

Room mats, male/lemale
non-smoker. 2 bdrm. Apt.
Elsie 353-1230
Seeking Star Wart Action Figures and Ships.
Caartpaid.CtfDavklMI-oOO-281-5837.

ee>etsCs*rsn«3 bsMIC OOfl V ft sasafrfssas

Prrvete, coed summsr camp In Pocono kens.,
«Psrirviylvsrlie.Ld*an,Box2348G,
Kenwrorrh.NJ 07033. (908) 276-0998.

One roommate

ONE SUMMER SUBLEASER NEEDED
2-story house with porch, gel own room, close
to BW3e.Ce*1364-8808

IVTERNATIONAL E MPLOYMF NT
Eamupk>s25-845rhour

PERWEEKORMOREI
People Needed To Do Fun.
Easy, Respectable Pad or
Full Time Work Al Home.
24 Hr. Meg Gtvee OeteMe

Toledo Country Cki>
GCI Course, Concession Stand Cashier. Open
MM- April throught Mid-October. Fan!bie hours.
(^ Karen a (4101-362-3416

FOR SALE

WE UjfkONLY

CALL NOW I
1903 Suzuki Katana
Only 2600 mlei. Like
Brand new. Mual tat352-0156.

1-80*474-2677

InB.Ldmlss apply.

Eam oath Muffing ■nvelopte al home. All materiala provided. Sand SASE to P.O. Bos
10075, Ototha.KS 66081.
Ful and pan time
booker Lawns tor Spring and
352-5822 tor intormation.

■ Knfcker-

486 SX 25 compuier with 14" monitor A keyboard. New mouse inct. System has 8 MEG of
RAM arti a 110 MB hard drive. Al cemponena
toe«osl.cond.s750J10.352-2103.
Apt.-sited stove. Exec. Cond.. $60.
36*6010.

Ful time window washing position svexebie at
Knickerbocker BuMng Servicee Own trsnsportation required. Cal 352-5822.

Can't have a dog or cat? The parted pel.
young cfsnchilas tor sals. Quiet, effectionele.
dont need vets, tags, thou. 165. Cat
8530161. teave meeaage.

Gain I lenrie on marveling
eiperlenoeatataai8iaaitDr7«ija

EserctoarVtalght Bench
830 oeo
Call 3538501

146 North Main - Bowling Green

Telililaa.
Things ere looking up I
I Love You. Bam-Bam.
Stg Kap-Sara DoaeerfSlg Kap
The slttsrsol Sigma Kappa
would like to congratula is
SaraBossert
lor being named
Athlete of tie Week
Skj Kap-Sara BosaerfSig Kap
Stoma Kappa1 Sigma Kappa
CcrigratulatJona Lori MkJdlebrough
SigKapSisierolewWsek
becaueeollwdedicaaonto
Sigma Kappa end to her office I
Sigma Kappa "Sigma Kappa
STUDY ABROAD STUDENTS
Stop by tie Travel Booti at l» Health Fair on
WerJneeday, Apr. 8 torn 10:00am-5:00pm In
tie Lenhart Grand Barroom to see * you need
Wrnuncratois lor your overaoaa travel.
Summer rent: 1-2lomak»stor
m,swell
ofl-compus nouae, modem,
Rant
i. Cat

TrlEBLOOOMOtlLEsl
THE BLOOOatOBsU

Waei..Aprl8.7a0pm.1O21A
Toper. Fun, Fun. Fun socto) asSMty
Coma and JoaiUal

PEP RALLY

WIN FREE TICKETS
TO SEE VERUCA SALT
Wede. si the Newport In Col urn bue
Uatan to Tha Mg Hairy Pooaa
On Falcon Rsdlo WFAL
MOAMCABUM
TONIGHT FROM 6-APM
FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WINI

ETICKET3
TOa«IV«»1UCA»ALT

TCssKaKrFrWMi-MSM
FOUYOWI CHANCE TO WIN

THE FEBRUARY BLOOD DRIVE FEU 400
PUTS SHORT OF ITS GOAL. Hsto us turn
tilt Aprils btood drive around. The Btoodmot» rsw.1 be he re April 10-14 in the N.E. Commons. Cal 352-4575 or 353-5114 II you can
ho*.
USA MOBILE PAGERS

HiSsnti
372-5M6

aslFMlllllHsllwVA

Tha Brodws ol Kappa Sigma would ass to
congratulaie Kspps Sigma Brian Boogar and
Alpha M Delta Holly Vktourak on their recent
engagement

BEE GEE RENTAL A BALES
12lWJ>ooBd.Ph.ira Mm

•Attention OSEA"
Donl tergal about our last masting Tuee.
Apr. 4 § »pra 115 Ed. Blag. Your attendance oountsl

The Recreational Spons Blaihlon
includes
■ 1/2 mUa swim 6 a 5K run.
Male/tornele/co-ed/ieam
predictions nines.
Signup
In IN Intramural Office
al tha University Field Mouse
by 4.00pm
VVednesday.Aprs12
For mom information
cat 372-7482

r c
*leJimervlevrlng
.'Jt*1f_publfSS,'*
* *'
NCtrV for tie

Order ol Omega

MM srtlh MesessMI and Mreseat,
Ready to Use. SO Phone Numbere
Statewide Coverage Aval -We.

PERSONALS

FuntraMng drl«a runa ison. April 3- Thur..
April 0. Prom loam-lpm. Coma .uppon
OSEAA buy your education marc handtoall

1908 SPRING BIATHLON
Saurdpy.AprH22.iesS

ORAPHC DESSOM NUUORS
UrtiGrarjhka.theunlversay'sdseign

3830617 and leave message.

•Attention Edut

•Attention Hungry Poopa)'
Com* auppon OSEA si Burgar King on E.
Woosiar tor tha BK Baahl Saa you Mi on
Wad Apr.Strom4-7pm.

The Brothers oIKeppa Sigma
would like to congratula is
DenUaBria
Kevr, Baker
Stove Floyd
on being selected mto the

The BG News
Tuesday, April 4,1995

IFr4l sWfcS*s'*a*sjaSeBaws^TaSfTaiaa*

The ba90e>noga*) wU be I
1040-430 m tie N£.

April 10-14,
Cal

352-4575 or 353-5114 to I
Tha aVTMhers of Kappa Sigma
wouWIsutuccrsyssulasi
Man Jordan
an being atocaad USG Vtoa Preeident

FALCON RADIO

HELP WANTED
It 750 weekly possible
meieng our circulars
For Into eat 202 296-9065
" ATTENTIONQraphtoDoaUgnAVCTMarere
BGSU Sudent Pubscstions Is now Imerviewkig lor the position ol PRODUCTION ASSISTANT. Get hands-on experience! Saa dataaa
and requirements al Sudani Employ men l, 450
Sudani Services. Full-time VCT co-ops aval-

680 AAVCABLE 80 It looking tor a safex
director. Drop off a resume st
Falcon Radio's General Managers

office localad at

WAITERS
WAITRESSES

l3eadinelwapplicaaonis
WednesdeyApr.5th.
Cal 372-8*58 tor more into.

InsOe satat person at SherwirrWitarm si
Meumea. PniMnn aatMili snmsrlsasl). Flexibtoecheduto up B 30 hours per week. Ask tor
Tim Slsingaas or Tom lecher deal 803-1121.

Management Inc.
ONE BEDROOM, 215 E. Poo Rd.
(EVERGREEN APTS.) More size tor

IT'S OUR HOPE THAT WHEN
PEOPLE THINK OF
TONY PACKO'S, TWO THINGS
COME TO MIND:

the money.. compare thai 10 others
rents $310-3360

353-5800

GREAT FOOD AND
GREAT SERVICE. SETTING A
STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE
LIKE THIS MAKES FOR PLENTY
OF HARD WORK TO
MAINTAIN THEM. GOOD
PEOPLE ARE THE KEY TO
EVERYTHING WE WANT TO BE.
IF YOU ARE ONE OF THESE
PEOPLE, EXPERIENCED OR
INEXPERIENCED,

WENEEDYOUU!
•WAITERS'
•WAITRESSES*

CALL 691-1953

Management Inc.
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS, 215
E. Poe Rd, starts al S22S. Al
utilities Included. Half lie Security
Depoeit holds It now.

363-5800

Management Inc.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, 114 N.
EntorpreMt, 1 bdrm, starts at $300
per mo. inctudlng all uWrtJe*. CM
now.

353-5800

